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FORWARD
This final report is submnitted to the
National Aeronautics and Space Admninistration,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center under Contract
NAS-9-13695.
1. 0 Introduction and Surmary
Emnerson Electric is pleased to submit this final report in accordance with
contract NAS-9-13695. The purpose of this program was to provide NASA with a
Fire Control Radar System for testing and evaluation at JSC, The Fire Control
Radar System results frao modifications of an Emerson Electric developed
AN/APQ 153 Radar. The AN/APQ 153 was developed for the Northrop F5E aircraft
and is presently in production.
Major modification was to include an angle tracking capability. The system
was assembled and modified at Emerson. Acceptance testing was performed on
June 26 and 27 and was shipped on June 28, 1974 ahead of the required delivery
date of July 1, 1974. In accordance with the contract, final acceptance test
at destination was completed August 23 at JSC.
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2.0 Operational Description
The following defines the operation of the AN/APQ 153 baseline system and the
modified angle tracking system.
2.1 Baseline AN/APQ 153 Fire Control Radar
The AN/APQ 153 (Shown in Figure 2.1) is a Search and Range Tracking Radar.
The Radar provides stabilized search, automatic acquisition and target spot-
light, and autamatic target ranging with boresight steering in the missile
mode for heads-down launch of the AIM-9 series missiles. Two gunnery modes
are provided, dogfight (short range) and AAl/AA2 (long range). In the
gunnery modes the radar automatically provides range rate outputs for
targets within the sight lead angle computation envelope. (The Flight
Line MITR is minimized by built in test (BIT) for radar performance
verification and suitcase flight line test set for fault isolation to one
of five line replaceable units (LRU's). In order to accomplish the above
tasks the radar employs:
Parabolic Dish Antenna
Double Integration, Split-Gate Range Tracker
Two-Axis Gimbal, Direct Electric Drive
Conical Scan for Boresight Steering
Non-Coherent, Ground Tunable X-Band Magnetron
Fast Time Constant & Sensitivity Variation with Range
Direct View Storage Tube Display
BIT Target Generator
Solid State and Third Generation Electronics
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2.1 Baseline AN/APQ 153 Fire Control Radar - Continued
2.1.1 Search Mode
The AN/APQ 153 search consists of a 70 in elevation beamwidth
which is stepped up 30 at the right azimuth limit and down 30
at the left azimuth limit providing a two bar scal coverage
of 100 in elevation. This two bar 100 coverage can be adjusted
+ 450 in elevation by the pilot. Azimuth search coverage is + 450.
The search pattern is space stabilized for aircraft pitch and roll
motion to allow searching a given volume of space and to prevent
loss of the target and/or smearing of the display. Range search
coverage extends to a maximum of 20 nautical miles. Antenna
coverage and display are shown pictorially in Figure 2.2
The search display is a "B" type on a 5-inch direct view storage
tube. Both neutral density and polarizing filters have been
included in the indicator to obtain a high contrast ratio for
operation in ambient light up to 10,000 foot lamperts. Electronic
dinning (brightness control) is included to dim the display to less
than one foot lambert for night operation. Antenna tilt angle
relative to the aircraft longitudinal axis is displayed by a tilt
cursor on the right vertical scale of the edge-lighted overlay.
An attitude reference line is displayed by a split line on the
display. The attitude reference line displays the pitch and roll
attitude of the aircraft. A pitch trim control (PITCH) is provided
so that the pilot may compensate the attitude reference line for
sustained angles of attack. Target relative angle (horizontal) is
given relative to the botton scale on the edge-lighted overlay.
The edge-lighted overlay is divided into five equal segments to
AN/APQ-53 SEARCH MODE
10ILT
COVERAGE
2 BAR SCAN
COVERAGE
RANGE 20NM
OETIECTION/ RANE 2 MINM'
*LOW A LTI T UODE F-4 OR FO14 TGT) -3NM
Eo RLL AN0 PlITN - STA81LiZED
WR-6390
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2.1.1 Search Mode - Continued
aid the pilot in estimating the target range, Display ranges of
5, 10, and 20 nautical miles can be selected by the pilot via the
range select switch on the set control LRU,
2.1.2 Boresight Missile Mode
The missile mode as shown in Figure 2.3 enables the pilot to lock-on
to targets out to 10 nautical miles and provides aircraft steering
information to align the target and the acquisition envelope of the
AIM-9 missile. Once the aircraft has been flown to bring the target
within approximately 50 of the boresight axis using the search display,
and target range is less than 10 NM, the pilot enters the boresight
steering mode for heads-down missile attack. Acquisition is initiated
by depressing the acquisition button on the set control. The antenna
will align with boresight. 5 and 10 NM missile display ranges are
provided. If in 20 NM search, the displayed range will autcmatically
switch to 10 NM, and the range gate will autanatically slew frcn 500 ft.
outward to maximum range at 22,500 feet/second. Acquisition will be
autaomatic if the acquisition button is not held down. Lock-on is
inhibited while the acquisition button is depressed. After target lock-
on has occurred the lock-on light will be illuminated target range and
range rate will be provided to the signt and the gimbal will be conically
lobed + 2.50 at a 6 Hz rate to provide azimuth and elevation steering
information. The steering information is presented on the steering bar
on the display. The aircraft is flown toward the bar to align it within
the + 10 allowable aim error circle scribed on the overlay. Missile
acquisition should occur any time the steering bar is within the allowable
aim error circle and the in-range is illuminated steady. Targets may
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2.1.2 Boresight Missile Mode - Continued
be rejected by depressing the acquisition button. The range gate
will start its slew outward frman the last tracking range.
ACOUI/STIOA MODE-MISSILE
* CK N 6 NM ON 2 TARET ANGE5ORN
10 NM MAX
* LOW ALTITUDE 2 NM LOCK-ON
(F-4 OR F-104)
* ANGLE COVERAGE AZIMUTH T(AT 4 NM) ELEVATION 40
* INPUTS TO LC LOCK- ON RANGE
RANGE RATFE
* NIGHT CAPABILITY
WR-6385
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2.1.3 Air-To-Air Gunnery Modes
There are two air-to-air gunnery modes (see Figure 2.4) in the
AN/APQ 153: Dogfight and AAI/AA2; both are external commands to the
radar. The gunnery modes are heads-up and the radar automatically
provides range and range rate information to the sight. Activation of
a gunnery mode will cause the Radar Antenna to align to boresight
in azimuth and 4.70 down in elevation. The range gate will automatically
slew froman 500 feet to 5,600 feet at 30,000 feet per second. Acquisition
is automatic for the first target encountered. The angular coverage
in the guns modes for a 2 square meter target at 4,000 feet range
is + 60 MILS in azimuth and 0 MILS to 165 MILS in elevation.
ACQUISITION MODE-GUNS
DOGFIGHT
BUTTON
WLOCKN 5600 F MAX
WR-6402
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2.2.1 Standby - Continued
With the mamentary depression of the Resume Search on the Set Control
the ACQ SYM will pre-position to a present horizontal (left 200) and
mid-range position. Any subsequent TDC force application will drive
the ACQ SYM in the corresponding directions. With the remnoval of
force stimulus, the ACQ SYM will renain at the last position.
2.2.2 Operate
Search - The antenna will initiate a scan and search through its hori-
zontal angle of + 42.50 and the vertical two-bar controllable through
an angle of + 450 to -350. The horizontal and vertical coverage may be
shortened due to gimbal limits that are a function of aircraft pitch
and roll angles. The antenna scan is space stabilized. The antenna
is cammanded in elevation with the elevation control located on the
Set Control. The antenna scans through a two-bar (+1.50) elevation
pattern as shown in Figure 2.5. The tilt cursor symbol indicates the
antenna ccmmaand referenced to the earth's horizon.
Acquisition
With a target displayed on the Indicator, as shown in Figure 2.6, the
ACQ SYM is positioned over the target utilizing the TDC. With the
acquisition switch on the Set Control depressed and held (Lock-on
inhibited) the search pattern and slaves to the TDC will scan through
a stabilized two-bar pattern (+50 AZ, +1.50 EL) centered about the TDC
horizontal position and Set Control Elevation control as shown in
Figure (4). The indicator will display video only in an area subtended
by the ACQ SYM width (100) as shown in Figure 2.6.
ANOZE 7R-40Ae s9ZA-RC11 114OZ2E
900 SEARCH SCAN POSITION
loo STABILIZED
970 TILT
COVERAGE
2 BAR SCAN
COVERAGE
Ah'9ZE TR 4CK-4C62//1/ TON'1400E
ACOUISITION SCAN ROLLAND PITCH STABILIZED
100
970 TILT
COVERAGE
2 BAR SCAN
COVERAGE
EXPANDED ACOUISITION
ENVELOPE
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Acquisition - Continued
The 10 degree ACQ SYM width corresponds to the antenna acquisition
horizontal scan limits. Correspondingly, the video displayed within
the 10 degrees correlates to the actual target horizontal position.
The range tracker will dither (triangular ramp) the acquisition gate
through the range subtended by the vertical height of the ACQ SYM at a 5
Hz rate. The acquisition range interval corresponds to 3000 feet in
the 5 mile range and 6000 feet in the 10 mile range. With 20 mile
range selected, the system reverts to a 10 mile range during acquisition.
Track
By releasing the ACQ switch (Lock-on enable) radar range and angle
lockons will occur automatically (sufficient target strength). The
antenna will start a 6 Hz conical scan about the target as shown in
Figure 2.7. The 6 Hz conical scan will be damodulated and errors will
drive the antenna servo.
After lockon, the ACQ SYM is removed from the indicator display. The
video display and track gate will stow the -200 azimuth position. The
AIM BAR will move over the entire face of the display following the
antenna gimbals as it angle tracks "OFF" boresight and is not roll stabil-
ized. The elevation AIM BAR position is a function of antenna elevation
angle and of missile wing twist inputs. The AIM BAR position versus
actual antenna position is provided throughout the antenna gimbal limits,
but the scale factor near boresight is sufficient to allow reliable
steering for AIM-9 missile lock-on. AIM BAR deflection is the angle
shown in Figure 2.8.
ANGLZE TRACf/f 40DE
o MODULAR MODIFICATIO
TOAN/ APQ - 153
970o-f T
COVERAGE
'2 BAR SCAN 51 2
COVERAGE
EXPANDED PURSUIT A
ENVELOPE OFTSWL
WR-6451
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Track - Continued
If the acquisition switCh is released with no targets available, the
TDC horizontal and range carmands and the EL control are still control-
lable by the operator. The antenna will also maintain its space
position independent of aircraft motion and without operator stimulus.
If during track, the target amplitude falls below a minimu threshold,
the system will go into memory for -1.75 seconds. During memory, the
range tracker and the angle tracker will follow the last rate signals.
If the target reappears in < 1.75 seconds, the system will revert to
a full track. The antenna elevation position is the Set Control com-
manded position. The acquisition symbol position will return to the
comanded position prior to track.
The initiation of Resume Search will break both the angle and range
tracks. The antenna elevation position reverts to the Set Control
position commands. The ACQ SYM will be positioned to the stow position.
The applications of dogfight stimulus (Guns and Acquisition or Dogfight)
canands the system to a production AN/APQ 153 configuration.
2.2.3 Boresight Acquisition and Angle Track (BST)
The system mechanization is as follows:
Search
The system operations and functions are identical to the production AN/APQ
153. The Tilt Cursor Symbol position represents the camanded elevation
with respect to the Aircraft body Axis. The ACQ SYM is also removed.
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2.2.3 Boresight Acquisition and Angle Track (BST) - Continued
Acquisition
The system operations and functions are identical to the
production AN/APQ 153.
Track
The initial track sequence is identical to the AN/APQ 153.
However, after range lockon, the antenna will initiate a conical
scan and proceed to angle track the target as in the OPERATE
mechanization.
If during track, the target amplitude falls below a minimum
threshold, the system will go into memory for 1.75 seconds.
During memory, the range tracker and the angle tracker will
follow the last rate signals. If the target reappears in <1.75
seconds, the system will revert to a full track.
The initiation of Resumne Search will break both the angle and
range tracks. The system returns to a full search mode. The
antenna elevation position reverts to the Set Control position
ocmnands.
The application of dogfight stimulus (Guns and Acquisition or
dogfight) camnands the system to a Production AN/APQ 53 configuration.
2.2.4 Nonnrmal Missile kxode (MSL)
The system operation, mechanization and functions are identical to
the production AN/APQ 153.
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2.2.5 Test
Search - In the test mode, a normal stabilized search is performed.
The display is a non-stabilized B sweep with the azimuth position
derived from the gimbal azimuth and the El. Cursor displays the
elevation gimbal position. A test target is generated @ 2000
feet range and is displayed for all azimuth angles.
Acquisition
Acquisition of the test target is performed by depression of the
ACQ button. After lock-on to the test target the range tracker
accuracy at 2000 feet is verified. Out of tolerance accuracy
would illuninate the "FAIL" light on the indicator.
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3.0 FLNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS/REQUIREMENT
This section defines the performance of the Baseline AN/APQ 153 along with
the performance of the system as modified. Also included are the requirements
per contract.
3.1 AN/APQ 153 characteristics
The following suunarizes the functional characteristics of the AN/APQ 153
along with predicted performance and measured data.
DETECTION RANGE (P8 5 CUMULATIVE
PROBABILITY ,2M2 ) 11 NAUTICAL MILES (8 NAUT. MI. MIN)
ACQUISITION (P8 5 CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY) 6 NAUTICAL MILES TYPICAL ON 2M 2 TARGET,
10 NAUTICAL MILES MAXIMUM
RANGE ACCURACY SPEC +50 FEET, 500 FT. TO 1000 FT.
+_30 FEET, 1000 FT. to 2000 FT.
+ 2.0%. 2000 FT. to 10 N MILES
RANGE RATE ACCURACY SPEC +3% OR 10 FT/SEC
RANGE RATE MEMORY 1 TO 3 SECONDS (SET AT 1.7 SEC BY SPEC)
4 N MILE BORESIGHT STEERING AZIMUTH 30
COVERAGE (2M2)  ELEVATION 40
4000 FEET GUNNERY RANGING AZIMUTH 60 MILS (REF. ADL)
COVERAGE (>6000 FT ALT) ELEVATION 0 TO -165 MILS
SEARCH COVERAGE AZIMUTH + 450
ELEVATION 100 (POSITIONABLE OVER
+450)
LOW ALTITUDE 2500 FT ALT: 3NM DET, 2NM LOCK-ON
(F4 OR F-104 TARGET) 1000 FT ALT: DOGFIGHT LOCK-ON AT 2700 FT.
" ELECTRONICS AND SPACE DIVISION
I_ M=IE R 1I3 N
AN/APO.-153 CHARACTERISTICS
TRANSMITTER 80 KW/80 W AVERAGE (60 W MIN)
DUTY CYCLE 2500 PPS @ 0.4 pSEC PULSE
FREQUENCY 9300 +150 MC
ANTENNA SIMPLE PARABOLA
GAIN 28 DB
SIDELOBES 21 DB (19 DB MIN)
BW 5.20 AZ X 7.00 EL
RECEIVER LIN LOG
NOISE FIGURE 8 DB (9.5 DB MAX)
DISPLAY DVST
B SCAN + AUXILIARIES
1 TO 140 FT LAMBERTS ELECTRONIC CONTROL
TRACKER (RANGE) ANALOG
DOUBLE INTEGRATOR
SPLITGATE
SEARCH COVERAGE 2 BAR SCAN, SPACE STABILIZED
AZ +45o
EL 100 POSITIONED
FROM SET CONTROL
BIT TRANSMITTER
AFC CONTINUOUS
POWER SUPPLIES
LOCK-ON SENSITIVITY
RANGE ACCURACY COMMANDED
ANTENNA POSITIONING
I" ELECTRONICS AND SPACE DIVISION
I 6 r SL
AN/APQ-153 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE TEST
PARAMETER SPEC S/N 5 TO S/N 36 AVERAGE
DETECTION RANGE (P8 5 , M2 )  > 8 N.M. 12 N.M.
SEARCH FRAME TIME < 2.3 SEC. 2.03 SEC.
RF POWER @ LRU OUTPUT > 45.7 W ave 72.8 W
XMTR SIDELOBES DOWN > 8 DB 12.1 DB
NOISE FIGURE < 9 DB 8.18 DB
MDS < -97 DBM -102.9 DBM
RCVR DYNAMIC RANGE > 80 DB 83.8 DB
DISPLAY RANGE LINEARITY +0.135" +.008"
RANGE ACCURACY 600' +50' 0.58'
1000' +30' 1.0'
2000' 440' 2.0'
3000' 860' 3.0'
7500' +150' 7.5'
15000' +300' 15.0'
30000' + 600' 30.0'
60000' -+±1200' 60.0'
RANGE RATE ACCURACY 0 +10'/SEC. 0.01'/SEC.
CLOSING 1000'/SEC. +30'/SEC. 5.0'/SEC.
CLOSING 2000'/SEC, +60'/SEC. 10.0'/SEC.
CLOSING 3000'/SEC. +_90'/SEC. 15.0'/SEC.
OPENING 1000'/SEC. +30'/SEC. .5.0'/SEC.
ANTENNA VSWR <1.7:1 1.32:1
ELECTRONICS AND SPACE DIVISION
I MIR iM ON
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION
THE CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION FOR THE PRODUCTION RADAR IS SHOWN ON THE CHART
BELOW. ALSO SHOWN IS THE SPECIFIED CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION. THE CALCULATIONS
ARE BASED ON MEASURED ANTENNA PATTERNS, RF POWER, NOISE FIGURES, AND TRANSMIT/RECEIVE
LOSSES. ALLOWANCE WAS NOT MADE FOR FIELD DEGRADATION WHEREAS THE SPECIFIED CUMULATIVE
PROBABILITY OF DETECTION ALLOWS 3 DB FOR FIELD DEGRADATION. A RADOME LOSS OF 2DB, 2-WAY
IS INCLUDED IN ALL CASES. THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS WERE USED:
POWER 72.8 AVERAGE S/N 5 TO S/N 36
NOISE FIGURE 8.18
LOSSES.
ATMOSPHERIC .5 DB
RADOME 2.0 DB
ROTARY JOINTS .54 DB
WAVEGUIDE .2 DB
NON OPTIMUM BEAMSHAPE 1.0 DB
NON OPTIMUM RECEIVER .8 DB
NON OPTIMUM INTEGRATOR .9 DB
5.94
TARGET 2M 2
RANGE RATE 1000 FT/SEC
FREQ. 9.3 GHz
BW 3 MHz
G (ANT) 28.0 DB
_ ELECTRONICS AND SPACE DIVISION
I MIErSDON
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION
SPEC.
90
SAV, AERAGE
80 PRODUCTION-
S-RADAR
70
S60I
co
0
S40
30
20
10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16
RANGE NM -
. ELECTRONICS AND SPACE DIVISION
I1MI-RSON
RANGE TRACKER MEASURED ERROR
THE CHART BELOW SHOWS THE AVERAGE MEASURED RANGE ERROR OF PRODUCTION RADARS
S/N 5 TO S/N 36 AS A FUNCTION OF RANGE. ALSO SHOWN ARE THE SPECIFIED LIMITS OF +2% OF
RANGE FROM 2000 TO 60,000 FT. THE ABOVE DATA WAS TAKEN BY INJECTING A SIMULATED
RANGE TARGET INTO THE SYSTEM AT RF.
S ELECTRONICS AND SPACE DIVISION
I-MISRSION
RANGE TRACKER MEASURED ERROR
1200.
1000
800
600
SPEC LIMITS
400
AVERAGE
P ERROR
200
WI
<' -200
-400
-600
-800
-1000
-1200
5 10 20 30 40 50 60
SELECTRONICS AND SPACE DIVISION
ISMIRSION
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3.2 Modified Systan Characteristics
Tables I thru III below describe the performance characteristics of
the modified system. These are in addition to the Baseline systemn
performance.
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
TRANSMIT FREQUENCY 9.3 GHz
TRANSMIT BANDWIDTH (MECH. TUNABLE) + 150 MHz
TRANSMIT POWER 65 KW - 100 KW (Peak)
PULSEWIDTH 0.4 psec
PRF 2500 PPS
ANTENNA GAIN 28 DB
ANTENNA SIDELOBES PEAK 
-20 DB
AZIMUTH BEAMWIDTH 5.20
ELEVATION BEAMWIDTH 7.00
AZ SEARCH RATE 850/SEC
EL SEARCH RATE 850/SEC
ELEVATION/AZIMUTH ACQ. RATE 420/SEC
AZIMUTH GIMBAL LIMITS +42.50
ELEVATION GIMBAL LIMITS +450 -350
AZ CON SCAN MSL Mode 40 P-P @ 6Hz
EL CON SCAN 50 P-P @ 6Hz
AZ CON SCAN Angle Track 2.50 P-P @ 6Hz
EL CON SCAN 3.50 P-P @ 6Hz
RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE 8.0 DB Nominal, 9 DB max.
RECEIVER BANDWIDTH 3.0 MHz
RANGE GATE SEARCH (DOGFIGHT ACQUISITION) 30 KFT/SEC
RANGE GATE SEARCH (BA/AT ACQUISITION) 22.5 KFT/SEC (10 MILE RANGE)
11.25 KFT/SEC (5 MILE RANGE)
TABLE 1
ANGLE TRACK PERFORMANCE
AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS
AXIS RATE ACCELERATION
ROLL 2300 /SEC 5000/SEC2
PITCH 400 /SEC 1000/SEC 2
YAW 500/SEC 500/SEC 2
STATIC ACCURACY
AZIMUTH + 3 MILLIRADIANS (1 a)
ELEVATION + 3 MILLIRADIANS (1 a)
DYNAMIC ACCURACY
AIRCRAFT MOTION - Maintain tracking (lockon) for aircraft rate and acceleration
parameters above.
TARGET MOTION - Steady state target rate accuracy + 5 milliradians - both axes -
with angular rates of 300 -400 /SEC.
TABLE 2
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
DETECTION RANGE (P8 5CUM) 8 N. MILES (2 M 2 TARGET)
ACQUISITION RANGE (P8 5 CUM) 6 N. MILES (2 M2 TARGET)
RANGE ACCURACY 50 FT. 500 FT TO 1000 FT.
30 FT. 1000 FT TO 2000 FT.
+ 2% 2000 FT TO 10 N. MILES
RANGE RATE ACCURACY + 3% OR 10 FT/SEC (WHICHEVER IS GREATER)
RANGE RATE MEMORY APPLICABLE FOR 1.7 SECS
SEARCH COVERAGE AZIMUTH + 42.50
ELEVATION 100 (POSITIONABLE OVER +450 -350)
ACQUISITION COVERAGE AZIMUTH 150 (POSITIONABLE OVER + 42.5)
ELEVATION 100 (POSITIONABLE OVER +450 - 35")
ANGLE RATE MEMORY APPLICABLE FOR 1.7 SECS
TABLE 3
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3.3 Requirements
An AN/APQ 153 Fire Control Radar System, modified for angle track, will
be tested and evaluated at NASA/JSC to determine its possible application
on the Space Shuttle as a rendezvous system. Evaluation will be made on
the system performance parameters and with a view towards the growth
potential of the system for space applications. The Shuttle rendezvous
system must be capable of providing range, range rate and angular infor-
mation of the target to the astronauts during rendezvous operations.
The system will be required to operate in a non-cooperative (skin track)
mode.
3.3.1 Non-Cooperative Mode
The system shall be capable of skin tracking a target having a
radar cross section at 9.3 GHz of 1 square meter at ranges between
153 meters and 9,3 kilometers and of providing range, range rate,
angle and angle rate information.
3.3.2 Antenna System
The antenna system shall have the capability of being designated to
the target and provide automatic tracking after acquisition for
non-cooperative operating modes. This is necessary to evaluate
the systems target acquisition capabilities and angle tracking
accuracies for Shuttle applications.
3.3.3 Self Test
The system shall have a self test capability that will exercise
all major functions to permit determination of system readiness
prior to usage.
-19-
3.3.4 Specifications
(a) Construction: Modular construction shall be used through-
out to facilitate parts replacement and field maintenance.
(b) Test Points: Adequate test points shall be provided to
permit isolation of any problem to a given replaceable module.
(c) Data Output: Analog signals for range, range rate, and
angular information shall be provided.
(d) Cooling: Integral blowers, conduction and radiation.
(e) System weight: Minimum feasible, not to exceed 125 pounds.
(f) Mean Time Between Failures (MIBF): 100 hours minimum.
(g) Power: 28 VDC and 115 VAC, 400 Hz
3.3.5 Performance (Skin Tracking)
(a) Coverage
(1) Range: 153 meters to 9.3 kilometers
(2) Range Rate: 300 meters/second opening and 900 meters/
second closing
(3) Angles (Az/El search): Forward sector: + 450 Azimuth;
+48.50, -380 in elevation.
(4) Angle Rates: + 10 degrees/second
(b) Accuracy (sigma)
(1) Range: + 15 meters + 1%, whichever is greater
(2) Range Rate: + 3 meters/second or + 2%, whichever is
greater.
(3) Angles: + 9 milliradians (MR)
(4) Angle Rates: + 9 MR/second or + 10% or tracking rate,
whichever is greater.
(c) Target Cross Section: 1 square meter
S-20-
(d) Acquisition Time: Less than 1 minute after target
designation
4.0 HADARE DESCRIPTION
This section describes the AN/APQ 153 LRU's presently in production for the
F5E. Also, modifications and addition are described in detail.
4.1 AN/APQ 153 Hardware
Following are descriptions of the present AN/APQ 153 LRU's.
-21-
4.1.1 ANTENNA AS 2736/APQ-153
The antenna LRU is a two axis gimbal, elevation on azimuth, with
direct drive electric torque motors. The torque motors develope 450
inch ounces each and are an integral part of the gimbal. A potentianeter
is attached to each motor shaft for position feedback to the servo drives
in the processor. The high power two axis rotary joint is a single
assembly. The rotary joint assembly is pressurized internally by the
waveguide pressurization system in the Transmitter/Receiver LRU and to
achieve minimum pressurized air leakage a carbon ring attached to a
bellows against a polished steel ring is used for the Dynamic Seal in
the rotary joint. The reflector/feed is a 12" X 16" epoxy resin, fiber-
glass reflector with a cutler feed. The feed is encased in a pressurized
fiberglass radcme. The antenna LRU is preboresighted to provide inter-
changeability at the flight line without the need for harmonization. To
prevent damage to the LRU in the case of a hard landing with the radar in
"OFF", the windings of the torque motors are shorted together to provide
damping, and mechanical buffer stops are provided in both axes.
AYTE'AA 482736 CA/AACTEP87/CS
ELEVA DON DRIVE MOT OR IZONTALROTARY JOINT ASS'V
12"x 16" 28DB RELATIVE TO
REFLECTOR AND AZ GIMBAL GAIN ISOTROPIC RADIATOR
FEED GIMBAL BEAMWIDTH 5.2AZ-7 ELEVATIONSUPPORT
ASS'Y AT LEAT19DB BELOW
SIDELOBES PEAK OF MAIN BEAM-
21DB TYPICAL
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH 9.150 GHz TO 9.450 GHz
MAXIMUM SCAN - 200SC
VELOCITY CAPABILITY 2000SECOND
CONNECTOR NOAL SCAN VELOCITY 85 ± 5SECOND
EL P01TION / ELAPSED FRAME ME LESS THAN 23 ECONDS
VARIABLE TIME TURN AROUND TIME LESS THAN 150 MS
RESISTOR METER STABLIZATION ACCURACY ±9 MILS(COVERED) AL BUMPER ESIGHT TEENG-
AZ DRIVE MOTOR STOPSC RATE Hz
WR-6386
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4.1.2 RECEIVER/ RANSMITIER RT1059/APQ-153
The Receiver/Transmitter LRU contains the microwave, receiver, AFC, BIT,
magnetron and modulator. An RF Test Connector is provided external to the
package for monitoring transmitter or injecting simulated received RF
signals into the system while it is installed in the aircraft for fault
isolating to the LRU using the radar test set. The desiccator on the
front of the package is used for drying and filtering the pressurizing air
from the external fuel stores pressurization systan.
ECfiVEVTRAN MffTER-A'T-/59
*#WEIGHT 417 POUNDS
X-BAN D*FREQUENCY O9300 ±150 MHZ1
Io PEAK POWER 380 .KW(60 KW M NJMtM)
2500 PPS 0,4Av
* DUTY CYCL SEC PULSE
**NOISE FIGURE-LESSTHAN 9DB
A NTI-CLUTTER- F TC/BLC
WR-6343
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RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS
TRANSMITTER
PEAK POWER 60 KW MINIMUM AT MAGNETRON FLANGE
PRF 2500 +50 Hz JITTERED
PULSE WIDTH 0.4 +0.04 MICROSECONDS
PRF JITTER ±+100 Hz MINIMUM
JITTER RATE 50 Hz +5 Hz
FREQUENCY 9.3 +0.15 GHz GROUND TUNABLE
FREQUENCY PULLING 8 MHz MAXIMUM
SIDELOBE LEVEL AT LEAST -8DB
TRANSMITTER LOSSES LESS THAN 1 DB
RECEIVER
IF FREQUENCY 60 MHz
NOISE FIGURE 9 DB INCLUDING RECEIVED LOSSES
BANDWIDTH 3 ±.3 MHz
MINIMUM DISCERNIBLE SIGNAL AT LEAST -97 DBM
RECEIVER DYNAMIC RANGE AT LEAST 80 DB
AFC ACCURACY ±150 KHz
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RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER LRU BLOCK DIAGRAM
XMTR
SYNC READY
XMTR CIRCUITS
- OPERATE FAIL XMTR
I CIRCUITS GO/NO-GOMAGNETRON MODULATOR (P/O PROCESSOR) AFC
SPOWER GO/NO-GO
IRCVRIIF AFC INPUTD RCVR
I BIT TEST
MICROWLO TARGET
ASSEMBLY GENERATOR
- - - - BIT TARGETS
RE IF POST IF VIDEO OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER TO PROCESSOR
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4.1.3 RADAR PROCESSOR MX9151/APQ-153
The Radar Processor contains the radar low voltage power supplies,
Servo Search Progranmer and Drives, the Indicator Auxiliary Electronics,
the Range Tracker and the Built-in Test (BIT) Monitoring Circuits. Two
Systen Electrical Test Connectors are provided for connection to the
Radar Test Set used to isolate a fault down to the LRU level at the flight
line.
RAAR PROCFS$OR- MX9/5/
Gg
...30). 5TI-O. "DER 30 D.N
S1000 FT PE3EC OPEN ING
WR-635
RADAR PROCESSOR BLOCK DIAGRAM
ANTENNA
POSITION
AZ AND EL
PRIME POWER SEARCH ANTENNA TO'ANTENNA
POWER 7 SUPPLIES PROGRAMMER - DRIVES AZ AND EL
ACCURACY
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON
SYNC * _ 30INDICATOR TILT CURSOR
INDICATOR * 20
AUXILIARY AZ SWEEP .50
RANGE SWEEP
VIDEO ANTI.VIE CLUTTER
CIRCUITS CIRCUITS RANGE 50' 500' -1000'
RANGE *30' 1000'- 2000'
TRACKER RANGE RATE 2% 2000'- 10 NM
10 FT/SEC OR 3%
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4.1.4 INDICA7OR IP-1099/APQ-153
The indicator contains the 5-inch, 1800 feet lambert, direct view storage
tube, the deflection amplifiers, the programmable high voltage power supply,
the write gun bias supply, video amp, and DVST protection circuitry. The
indicator electronics is housed in a one-piece precision casting with
renovable inspection cover. The edge lit panel on the front of the
indicator is a white lighted panel which meets the requirements of MIL-L-
27160B (3). Advisory lights are provided on the edge lit panel for range scale
selected, radar lock-on, missile in-range functions, excess G for missile
firing, and system built-in-test go/no go.
NI/CATOR /P1099 CHARACTERST/0S
* LIGHT OUTPUT 1 TO 140 FT LAMBERTS,
ADJUSTABLE FROM
FRONT PANEL
AZIMUTH ACURACY *9 MILS
* RANGE UNEARITY ±.05 INCH OR ±5 %
*CONTROLS BRIGHTNESS, PERSISTENCE,
VIDEO GAIN, SCALE
BRIGHTNESS,PITCH TRIM
CURSOR INTENSITY
* FILTERS CIRCULAR POLARIZER, AND
NEUTRAL DENSITY
* PERSISTENCE ADJUSTABLE I TO 2
SECONDS
WR-6394
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INDICATOR IP1099/APO-153 BLOCK DIAGRAM
28 VDC/14 VAC
LOCK-ON
IN RANGE
28 VDC;14 VAC EXCESS G'S
RETURN -, FAIL
OR TEST
5NM
10 NM
20 NM
0 TO 5 VAC FROM A C
VERT
DEFLECTION
lNNINIME COLLIMATOR FLOOD
115 VAC400 MiLTER VOLTAGE HEATER
OVERLAY
10 NM DVST SCALE POWER
20 NM PRO- CONTROL
TECTIONMSL * ODF -5 VOC
WRITE FLOOD COLLIMATOR
PEDESTAL GATE PEDESTAL HEATERGEN IASER
TSUPPLY SUPPLY
COMPOSITE VIDEO VIDEO DIRECT VIEW
AMP STORAGE TUBE
v, , OVERLAY
EDGE-LITE
PANEL
DEFL.
HORIZ.DEFLSIG. RIVER
- ERASE
VERT.FL.SIG. DPERSISTENCE
- VIDEO GAIN 15
BRIGHTNESS
-15 +1 E
+15 CURSOR GEN. 10 V
PITCH TRIM NESS
PERSISTENCE
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4.1.5 RADAR SET CONTROL C8978/APQ-153
The radar set contains radar mode select, range select, resume search,
and missile acquisition switch functions and the elevation tilt control
finger wheel.
RADAR SET CONTROL 08978
TILT CONTROL LIGHTED
INFORMATION PANEL
ACQUISITION
SWITCH
...... RANGE SWI TC*H
HANDREST
RESUMEt SEARCH
MODE WITCHSWITCH
WR-6392
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4.2 Hardware Modification
This section describes modifications to the AN/APQ 153 and Test Set to
provide required performance for NASA.
4.2.1 Antenna
Antenna modifications are shown in Figure 4.2.1. Two rate gyros
were added to the antenna in the azimuth and elevation axis to
provide sensing of ownship motion while angle tracking. The gyro
motor excitation is 26 VAC, 400HZ and 26 VAC, 400HZ shifted 900
through two lpf capacitors added on the antenna. Along with the
capacitors, two 50 mhy inductors are included for amplitude scaling
and phase correction of the 400HZ to the primary of the gyro pick-
off windings. The outputs of each gyro secondary are used directly
by the AIAl6 angle tracker board in the Processor.
4.2.2 Set Control
The set control additions provided the pilot with a control for
positioning the AOCQ symbol in range and azimuth, and provide the
processor with the corresponding analog voltages for the ACQ Symbol
deflection circuitry. Three boards were added inside the set
control chassis (656921, 656922, 656923) and an iscnetric transducer
was added to the handrest as the pilot ACQ Symbol controller.
Figure 4.2.2 shows the modified set control.
A new Mode switch to include the two new angle track modes was also
added. The first mode, OPER, designates the off-boresight acquisition
and angle track mode; the second operate node, BST, provides boresight
acquisition angle track operation; and the third mode, MSL, is identical
to the AN/APQ 153 boresight acquisition, boresight steering mode.
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4.2.2 Set Control - Continuted
I-anetric Transducer - The iscmetric transducer is a strain gauge-type
mechanism, which will provide analog signals proportional to force
applied in the two axes corresponding to range and azimuth. Forward
force positions the symbol to greater range, rear force to lesser
range. Down and up for-e on the control positions right and left
azimuth respectively. The analog voltages for both axes are then
rooted to the 656923 board.
656923 Board - Circuitry on the 656923 board Figure 4.2.3 scales the
analog signals from the isometric transducer and processes themn to
produce the following board outputs in each axes:
1. A free-running clock circuit exists in each axis, the frequency
of which is increased in direct proportion to the absolute magnitude
of the signal fran the transducer. This then provides variable
frequency clock pulses in each axis.
2. Circuitry also exists in each axis to provide polarity sensing of
the transducer signal. This provides an UP/DN signal in each axis.
3. The final output is an indication that the magnitude of the
transducer signal is above sane pre-determined dead-zone about zero
volts. This threshold circuit, then, provides an ENABLE canmand for
each axis.
Thes outputs are then routed to the 656921 and 656922 boards.
656922 Board - The principal output of the 656922 board Figure 4.2.4
is a bipolar analog votage proportional to the desired azimuth position
of the ACQ Symbol. The analog voltage is the direct output of an 8-Bit
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4.2.2 Set Control - Continued
Digital-to-Analog Converter. The 8-Bit input to the D/A converter
is the parallel output of two 4-Bit UP/DOWN Counters in cascade.
The azimuth UP/DN carmand from the 656923 card, determines the
direction of count. The azimuth ENABLE cammand allows the azimuth
Clock pulses to sequence the counters in the direction determined by
the UP/DN camnand. The clock and enable commnands, also from the
656923 board, are first processed by appropriate logic which prevents
a "fold-around" condition when the counters are both at a maximum
(or minimum) count and would on the next count, if allowed, start
back at minimum (or maximum). This circuitry, then, prohibits a
sawtooth output from the D/A converter and discontinuities in ACQ
Symbol positioning.
An ACQ Symbol preset circuit is also included to stow the symbol at
a predetermined position whenever resume search is actuated.
656921 Board - The circuitry on the 656921 board Figure 4.2.5 is
almost identical to the 656922 board. The principal' output of this
board is a negative unipolar voltage proportional to desired range
positioning of the ACQ Symbol. The output of the symbol preset
circuitry on the 656922 is also used by this board. In addition, a
circuit for scaling the output swing of the D/A converter is included
to adjust for either 5 or 10 mile radar mode select.
4.2.3 Processor
The following modifications to the processor along with additional
circuit boards were done to provide added capability required by NASA
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
Two circuit boards Al5 and A16 were added along with modifications
to existing circuits. Modified processor is shown in Figure 4.2.6.
A16 (656986) Board*- This added board is shown in Figure 4.2.7. In
the angle track modes, the AN/APQ-153 AIM BAR steering carmands are
used as inputs for sensing target motion, while the gyro signals are
used for cancelation of ownship motion. The gyro signals in each axis
are 400HZ sine waves with amplitude proportional to gimbal rate.
Direction of motion is indicated by a 00 or 1800 phase. The 26 VAC,
400HZ gyro excitation signal is also brought into the board as a
reference for full wave rectification of the gyro signals for each axis.
The AN/APQ-153 AIM BAR cr-nands are processed through appropriate networJ
and summed with the correct full-wave rectified gyro signal to became
the input to the first integrator in each axis. The first integrator
output is both the input to the second integrator and the angle rate
camand for that axis. The second integrator output is both the antenna
gimbal position ccmand used by the servo and the angle track AIM BAR
ccrmnand. Circuitry also exists on the board to maintain an output of
the second integrator, in non-lock-on operation, which corresponds to
present antenna position. Therefore, when lock-on occurs, no transients
on the antenna camnand lines will occur. When the radar is angle
tracking and loses the target for any reason, the target motion inputs
are interrupted. In the absence of ownship motion, the second integrator
then provides a rate memory to continue antenna drive at the last known
target rates should the target be re-acquired before range tracker
memory time-out.
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
Since the antenna car ences a 6HZ conicalscan when locked-on to a
target the demodulated gyro signals contain a 6HZ envelope. This
6Hz modulation appears on the second integrator output. The presence
of this modulation requires stronger 6HZ carands to be sumed in
on the AlA6 board than in the non-angle track mode. This modulation
required the addition of a six hertz notch filter in each AIM BAR signal
in order to maintain an acceptable cursor presentation.
Range Tracker Modifications - A2 Circuit Card: Circuitry added to the
A1A2 card both switches between the two track gate generation methods,
and generates the error signal for positioning the gate in the OPER
mode. The generation method for the AN/APQ-153 baseline system is
used in the BST or MSL modes. A slowly varying ramp is campared to
an identical ramp generated every PRF. At their "intersection" point
in each PRF, the track gate is generated. In the OPER mode, the line
representing the current source for driving the slow ramp is interrupted.
In its place, an error signal is provided. The error signal is gen-
erated by comparing the unipolar negative voltage from the Set Control
with the positive radar range voltage. This error signal causes the
track gate to be generated at the center of the position chosen by the
pilot for the ACQ Symbol range. In addition, a 5HZ triangular wave
is also generated and sumed in with the error signal to cause the
dither of the track gate necessary to cover the total range subtended
by the symbol.
A3 Circuit Card: A modification was added to allow range tracker
operation with CW target returns. The baseline AN/APQ-153 Test mode
operation required turning off (1CVR DUMP) the receiver pre-amp during
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
the pilots ground pre-flight tests to block heavy incaning clutter,
but allow the BIT target to cme through.
This procedure was modified for the operation nodes to OPER, BST, and
DSL. A logic line was brought out from the AlA3 card which, when held
at logic "l" external of the system, provides receiver dumping during
the range gate selected. By using the Q output of a .4psec one-shot
external to the system, the receiver can be turned on at any time
during the range gate to allow a burst of the CW target through the
receiver, thus simulating a discrete target return.
Antenna Search Progranner and Servo Modifications - A5 Circuit Board:
The baseline AN/APQ-153 circuitry was modified to provide the mini-
scan which occurs when in the OPER mode, the AOQ button is actuated,
and not locked-on. The normal +42.50 scan at 85 0/sec is generated
by feeding a square wave into an integrator to produce the azimuth
omnand triangular wave. The integrator's triangular output is
sensed, and at predetermined levels, triggers the change in polarity
of the input. The input square wave is then scaled and used as the
elevation two-bar scan.
When mini-scan conditions exist, circuitry is switched in to change
the pre-determined levels to those corresponding to +50. The scan
rate is also cut in half to 42,5 0/sec.
Additional circuitry also exists to sum in the bipolar voltage fran
the Set Control as a bias corresponding to the desired azimuth position
of the ACQ Symbol. The result is a two bar mini-scan corresponding
to the azimuth area inside the ACQ Symbol.
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
A6 Circuit Card: ,hen.locked-on to a target in any of the three
operating modes, the antenna caimences conical scan at a 6HZ rate.
In the AN/APQ-153 baseline mode, MSL, the scan coverage is 50 elevation
and 40 azimuth. The 6HZ antenna camands are generate and sunnmed
in on the A6 board. The circuit was modified to provide 3.50 elevation
and 2.50 azimuth conical scan coverage when the OPER or BST angle track
modes are selected.
The boresight steering or steering error circuitry is also contained
on this board. For angle tracking the gain of the last stage in
each axis was reduced by a factor of two (2) to create a greater
range before saturation due to target acceleration. The remaining
modification to this card was to allow adjustment of the gain of
the boresight steering circuit to allow for the one-way transmission
when using a CW target. A line is provided, that when grounded,
doubles the gain.
Display Modifications - A7 Circuit Board: When in the MSL mode,
the AIM BAR position is ccmranded by the boresight steering error
output of the AIA6 board. Due to the gain of the last stage on
the AlA6 board being cut in half for angle tracking purposes, a
campensating change in gain of two (2) was made in each axis on this
board, where the normal AN/APQ-153 AIM BAR is generated.
Circuitry on this board also sums in on the AIM BAR the aircraft
wing twist input. Since the angle track AIM BAR is shaped prior to
being sent to this board, the wing twist input must be sent to the
shaping circuitry on the A15 board also. Therefore, circuitry was
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
added to switch out the wing twist input on the A7 board, and send
it instead to the A15 board when OPER or BST are selected.
A8 Circuit Board: In the search mode, the Indicator B-scan
horizontal deflection is a scaled version of the antenna stabilized
azimuth comnand. In AN/APQ-153 systan operation, any target acquisi-
tion mode interrupts this input to the deflection circuitry, allowing
the Jizzled B-sweep to be generated. This circuit operation is
desired in the BST or MSL modes. However, circuitry had to be added
to delay the signal interruption in the OPER mode until full target
lock-on occurred.
A9 Circuit Board: The actual circuitry for controlling the Jizzle
B-sweep generation is contained on this board. Appropriate logic
signals had to be brought in from the A15 board, as well as inter-
ruption of others, to delay the Jizzle Sweep in OPER until full target
lock-on occurs.
AOQ Symbol Generation - Generation of the AOQ Symbol involved modif-
ications to two (2) existing Processor boards, as well as circuitry
on the new A15 board.
A7 Board: The existing cursors on the AN/APQ-153 are created by gen-
erating and processing a precision voltage ramp. The end result of
the processing is a vertical deflection, a horizontal deflection, and
an intensity gate(s) for each cursor. The intensity gate(s) are used
by the indicator for proper synchronization of cursor writing. These
gates are generated by feeding the pre-processed ramp into canparators
with pre-set levels.
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
This new AOQ symbol is generated in this same manner. The deflections
are obtained by appropriate processing of two successive ramps. The
intensity gates are identical to those used for the TILT or AIM BAR
cursor.
ATTITUDE CURSOR ( -- )
I p
HORIZONTAL DEFL. = (RAMP)"(COS ROLL ANGLE) + DC1I MTEN 1T,/ BIASES
VERTICAL DEFL. = (RAMP)'(SIN ROLL ANGLE) + DC BIASES
TILT OR AIM BAR CURSOR (- )
HORIZONTAL DEFL. = (RAMP) + DC BIASES
VERTICAL DEFL = DC BIASES
ACQ SYMBOL CURSOR ( / / )
HORIZONTAL DEFL. = DC BIASES.
SVERTICAL DEFL. = RAMPS + DC BIASESr]~~ j-j F 1\1 ,,[S, 7-V
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
The appropriate circuitry for ACQ Symbol processing of the ramps is
included on the A15 board.
A15 Board: This added board is shown in Figure 4.2.8. On this
board, the analog positioning voltages for the ACQ Symbol are pro-
cessed. The vertical deflection (or RANGE) is a cambination of the
two precision ramps, a unipolar voltage fran the Set Control that
is scaled appropriately, and a bias to allow the unipolar voltage
to cause bipolar swing of the deflection output.
The horizontal deflection (or AZIMUTH) is a combination of the bipolar
positioning voltage fran the Set Control that is also scaled appro-
priately, and a specific + and - bias voltage, respectively, during
each vertical deflection ramp. The + and - voltage spreads the bars
of the ACQ Symbol +5 degrees about the center.
In addition, circuitry on the Al5 board generates the new TILT + AB
+ AOQ SYM time share gate which signals the start of the precision
ramp(s) on the AlA7 card. A pulse from the A8 signals the time slot
for the ACQ Symbol. The circuitry on the A15 "chop" this one pulse
into two ramps to be generated, and through appropriate logic, combines
the ACQ Symbol time share gate with that for the TILT or AIM BAR. The
deflection signals are then used by the A8 Multiplexer Board.
A8 Board: The A8 board of the AN/APQ-153 contains circuitry that
generates both the B-scan horizontal deflection and the vertical sweep
occuring each PRF. In addition, through decoding circuitry, every
32nd sweep is "stolen" and a cursor, alternately the Attitude Cursor
and the Tilt or Aim Bar, are written instead. Since another time slot
3.3 ;3
ES3971- Jj
CHANS40IJ
Dm/smotj K670020 i2l
%S10029 us
ONIS04023 1 DM/SN540ZJ SM)?D IZ8
570020 A. N$70020 129
I 10 1 IF
Tr-' P- J-
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
was needed for the ACQ Symbol a decoding circuit modification was
incorporated to create the ACQ Symbol time share gate. Circuitry was
also added to sun in the ACQ Symbol deflections to the Caomposite
Deflection Signals already generated.
Mode Switching and Logic Modifications - The A15 board contains the
majority of mode control logic additions. The baseline AN/APQ 153 radar
modes and performance was maintained while adding the two new angle
track functions. The following list contains the function switching
involved.
1. ACQ Symbol Generation (A15): Acquisition symbol to be generated
only in OPER mode, not locked-on, not in Dogfight.
2. Jizzle Sweep Generation (A8, A9): Jizzled B-sweep to be generated
in MSL or BST when acquisition button actuated, or when Dogfight
actuated, or when in OPER and locked-on.
3. Angle Track Loop: Antenna canands to be switched fran search
programner (A5) card to angle track (A16) card when in OPER or BST
and locked-on, and not in Dogfight.
4. Antenna Search Pattern (AIA5): Antenna azimuth search (+42.50)
to be changed to +50 about center of ACQ Symbol center when in OPER
and acquisition button actuated, but not locked-on. Search rate also
switched fran 850/sec to 42.50/sec.
5. Track Gate Generation (A2, A12, A13, A14): Range gate to strobe
as in AN/APQ-153 when MSL or MST selected. When OPER selected and
Acquisition switch actuated, gate to be generated at center position
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4.2.3 Processor - Continued
of ACQ Symbol and dithered in magnitude to coincide with range
subtended by symbol.
6. Aim Bar Caimands (A6, A7, A15, A16): When in MSL and acquisition
switch actuated and locked-on, Aim Bar position to be canmanded by
boresight steering ccmmands on A6 board. When in OPER or BST and
locked-on, Aim Bar to represent, on a non-linear scale, antenna gimbal
position. Boresight steering commands then used as input to A16
Angle Track board.
7. CW Target Operation (A3): To allow radar operation with CW
target source, modified receiver dump circuits.
In addition to the above changes, following modifications were made
were made to allow for use of lengthend cables (60 feet).
Receiver Video: Changed R6 on 656972-AlA2 board for impedance
matching to prevent "ringing" on video line. Change R6 to 100R.
Changing R6 provided too great a DC load to receiver, so had to add
a 47pf capacitor (C20) in series with R6.
Transmit Sample Pulse: Upon comparing standard AN/APQ-153 cable to
long cable, found approximately one-half volt drop in transmit sample
pulse, causing FAIL light to illuminate. Therefore, lowered threshold
on 656973-AlA8 BIT board by one-half volt.
Antenna Position Signals: Due to the long cables, the noise on the
antenna position potentianeter signals to the 656976 board increased.
Capacitors C47 and C48 were changed from .01f to .lif to alleviate
this problem.
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4.2.4 Aircraft Simulator Panel
The aircraft simulator panel used to control power and switching
of Radar system is shown in Figure 4.2.9 additional test points were
included on the front panel per NASA request along with a switching
function to allow operation with the transmitter off.
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5.0 Proposed Modifications/Additions
The following changes have been proposed to provide additional techniques
for radar evaluation.
5.1 Range Rate Accuracy
In order to provide a higher range rate accuracy, the following
are proposed system changes consistant with NASA applications.
1. Reduction of range rate limits from 3000 fps (closing) to
150 fps and from 1000 fps (opening) to 100 fps.
2. Reduction of Range Trucker bandwidth frcm 2Hz to 0.5Hz.
3. Reduction of acceleration error constant from 60/sec2 to
10/sec2.
Present spec (ATP) calls for accuracy better than 10 fps. Since no
systems to date have been rejected for range rate accuracy, the 10
fps could be considered a 3 sigma value. With the above changes,
the modifications would provide an accuracy of 3 fps (3c).
Above changes would allow the scale factor to be increased to 100 mv/ft/sec
as compared to . 5 mv/ft/sec. The reduces the error contributions by
a factor of 20 for those resulting froman voltage offsets, etc. For
example, a 20my offset in the rate channel was an error of 4 fps, is
now 0.2 fps. Noise contribution is reduced by bandwidth reduction.
Further accuracy is attained by trmning the slope on the range ramps
generator. Presently, small range variations on the slope result in
rate errors at the close in ranges, however, the magnitude is small
coipared to the present accuracy requirement of 10 fps.
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5.2 Frequency Agility
Addition of the frequency agility option will improve signal to clutter
ratio, provide ECCM, increase detection range, reduce STAE (Second Time
Around Echo) and reduce target fade and glint. All this will be accomplished
with the present LRU envelope; the only LRU impacted is the receiver-
transmitter. The weight of the LRU will increase by approximately 3 lbs.
System Operation and Performance
The operational performance of this pulse radar can be improved by the
use of frequency agility where the transmitted frequency is changed on a
pulse-to-pulse basis. The principal effect of varying the transmit fre-
quency to separate pulse frequencies for a series of pulses during the
time the radar beam scans a target is to reduce the correlation between
various undesired radar returns such as clutter. Targets will appear
more uniform to the pilot. The probability of detection will also increase
as shown in Figure 5.2.1 for a two square meter target. Frequency
agility will also improve angle tracking performance for the angle track
option as the accuracy of a tracking system to determine the deviation
of the target axis fran the antenna axis is affected by target glint
and fading, refraction errors in radames and variations in the propagation
media. These sources of angular resolution error can be averaged down
by rapid variation as the transmission frequency. The peak-to-peak
frequency excursion is 100 MHz at an agility rate of 85 Hz. Performance
of frequency agility in rain is shown in Figure 5.2.4.
Hardware Description
Frequency agility is mechanized in the receiver transmitter LRU as shown
in Figure 5.2.2. The present 6543 magnetron is replaced with an agile
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5.2 Hardware Description
magnetron which has the same high voltage and RF interface with the
modulator as the present magnetron.
Several techniques are presently utilized in mechanized frequency agility
in a coaxial magnetron. Two are considered for this application. The
first technique is to dither a tuning plunger. The second technique is
to drive an expanding ring at the agile rate to vary the cavity dimensions.
In either case, a PM ( Permanent Magnet) resolver is attached to the motor
shaft to provide a readout voltage proportional to the transmitter frequency.
This output is used in the coarse AFC loop.
The frequency agility technique requires that on a pulse-to-pulse basis the
transmitter frequency be separated by an amount greater than the receiver
bandwidth (3 MHz). This requires the transmitter output to be frequency
modulated. The frequency modulation and agile rate are determined to be
100 MHz and 85 Hz respectively. Since the transmitter frequency is
changed on a pulse-to-pulse basis, the AFC local oscillator (LO) must
track the varying transmitter frequency. A block diagram of the frequency
agility systenm is shown in Figure 5.2.4. The AFC loop is required to
sample the transmitted RF frequency during the transmit pulse and then to
generate a local oscillator frequency separated from the transmitter fre-
quency by the systemn IF. As the transmitter frequency changes fraom pulse
to pulse, the tracking local oscillator stabilizes to the transmitter
frequency before the transmitter pulse is turned off. That stabilized
frequency must be maintained over the interpulse period at least for a
length of time corresponding to the maximum range of 20 NM. The AFC
consists of a coarse and a fine tuning drive resolver output, which is
proportional to frequency, as the feedback for the coarse loop. The local
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5.2 Hardware Description
oscillator frequency is controlled using the resolver pickoff as the
feedback to tune the IO each time the system sync pulse occurs. Since
the system sync pulse occurs approximately 8 microseconds before the
transmitted pulse, the coarse AFC loop has 8 microseconds to settle
to within the coarse pickoff frequency. Upon the occurrence of the
transmitted pulse the AFC fine loop then samples the transmit frequency
and closes the fine loop aroung the local oscillator to maintain the
local oscillator within the IF separation. This frequency of the local
oscillator is then held for a time corresponding to 20 NM range.
In addition to requiring a new agile magnetron, the frequency agility
modification also requires a new local oscillator and the above-described
AFC circuits. The new local oscillator must have a tuning range ccopatible
with the agile magnetron. A unit with the same physical dimensions as the
present LO is installed in the same location. The receiver module contains
the AFC circuits. With the addition of frequency agility an additional
circuit board is required in the receiver module. To acccmodate this,
the height of the module is increased approximately 1/2 inch. This allows
the installation of the new AFC circuits which require two printed circuit
boards to replace the existing single AFC board. The additional height
of the receiver module, however, does not require an increase in the
overall receiver-transmitter LRU envelope.
5.3 Flat Plate Antenna
The option of adding a 'slotted flat plate array to the AN/APQ-153 will
significantly increase its performance. This option can be added indepen-
dent of, or with, any cambination of the 6ffered option. It has the
highest performance-to-cost ratio of any addition.
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5.3 Flat Plate Antenna
Syst l Performance - Range performance of the system is increased by 3 db
for return signal power of 0.75 db in range. This is the result of an
increase in one way gain of 1.5 db over the parabolic deflector. In
addition, the peak sidelobes are reduced 5 db minimum and the 90* lobes
are virtually non-existent. The array performance is listed in the
table below.
Form Factor - elliptical
Aperture Dimensions - 12 x 19.5 inches max.
Center Frequency - 9300 MHz
Bandwidth - + 150 MHz
Polarization - Horizontal
Antenna Gain - 29.5 db minimum
Half Power Beam Width - 4.70 ncaminal E Plane (Azimuth)
7.70 nominal H Plane (Elevation)
Sidelobe - Lower than -24 db
VSWR - 1.5 max.
Peak Power - 160 KW
Altitude - 50,000 ft. max.
Weight - less than 24 oz.
Hardware Description - The flat plate antenna as shown mounted on the
gimbal in Figure 5.3.1 consists of a two-dimensional array of slots
regularly spaced on a plane aperture. These slots are excited by a net-
work of parallel waveguides which also provide structural rigidity for
the antenna. The feed system couples energy into each of the parallel
aperture waveguides. The given aperture distribution is synthesized by
adjustment of the feed system coupling and the radiating slot coupling.
A 30 db modified Taylor distribution will be used to obtain the necessary
low sidelobe structure. A characteristic of the flat plate is the high.
FLAT PLATE ANTENNA
PROTOTYPE FOR F-5E/F CONFIGURATION
DEVELOPED
FLIGHT TEST IN PROGRESS
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BASIC/IMPROVED RADAR ODMPARISON
ANTENNA PARAMETER PARABOLA FLAT PLATE
ANTENNA GAIN 28 DB 29.5 DB
SIDELOBES -19 DB -24.0 DB
DCOWNIBE -28 DB -45.0 DB
The Flat Plate results in 19% more detection and lock-
on range, significant reduction in ground clutter at
low altitudes, and elimination of altitude line lockon
or transfer.
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5.3 Flat Plate Antenna
aperture efficiency obtainable, which shows up in the increase in gain.
The input power will be split and routed to each end of the coupling wave-
guide. The array is designed to operate with an input power of up to
160 KW peak at an altitude of 50,000 ft. To eliminate high power break-
down, the feed line will be pressurized. The antenna array and its feed
is a single aluminum dip-brazed assembly. The antenna array is fabricated
from two precision plates and a series of divider strips. The strips are
parallel and form the narrow walls of the radiating waveguide.
5.4 Single Channel Monopulse Angle Tracker
Monopulse angle tracking capability applied to the APQ-153 will provide
a significant improvement in angle tracking accuracy. The technique
described here provides the benefits of monpulse while retaining the
existing simplicity of the basic APQ-153. The block diagram in Figure
1 illustrates the technique.
A conventional 2-axis monopulse antenna (flat plate) and a mating mono-
pulse camparator comprise the antenna portion of the system. The azimuth
and elevation error signals, Aaz and Ael are coupled to a ferrite modulator
which combines these signals as shown below.
Aaz Sin Wct
FERRITE E = Aaz Sin Wct Sin Wmt
Ael Sin Wct MODULATOR + Ael Sin Wct Cos mt
Sin ft
FLAT PLATE ANT
FERRITE - ISOLATOR
.-- ...... IAEL MODULATOR ISOLATOR
COMPARATOR
ROTARY JOINTS
TX LATOR RECVR t RANGE
TRACKER_ GAT
RANGE GATE
SAMPLE FILTER
HOLD
Sin Wmt
PSD
2 Cos Wm TO
SERVOF.. LOOP }
PSD AEL
200 Hz
OSC
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5.4 Single Channel nonopulse Angle Tracker
The output is a double sideband, suppressed carrier signal whose
envelope phase is determined by tan -1 (az .
Sel
Since the carrier is a pulse train envelope, recovery .is accomplished by
use of a range gate, sample and hold, and filter. The PSD reference is the
original modulating signal - Sin Wmt and its quatrature, Cos Wmt-
The modulating frequency will be roughly 200 Hz. This is a campramise
value consistent with system dynamic response, and PRF values.
When performing an air-ground ranging function it is desirable to roll
stabilize the system. This can easily be accomplished by utilizing both
Aaz and Ael data. For 00 roll, only el information is used in the
ranging function. If the roll angle is 900, Aaz, is used instead. For
intermediate roll angles, the vector sum of Aaz and Ael is used.
This processing is most easily accomplished by phase shifting the
PSD references as a function of roll angle. Output is accepted only
from the Ael channel. At 00 roll the reference is at 00 also. For
900 roll angle the reference is shifted 900 and the PSD now responds
to Aaz only. For intermediate angles the PSD output becomes equivalent
to the combination of Laz and Ael corresponding to a vertical cut through
the antenna pattern, which is the desired response.
This system retains all the benefits of a full monopulse system, without
the need for multiple rotary joints, parallel receiver channels, etc.
APPENDIX
A.1 FLIGHT TEST DATA
A. 2 SERVO ANALYSIS
A.3 ACCEPTANCE TEST PRFCEDURE
A.1 FLIGHT TEST DATA
Following data sunary is a result
of Northrop/Emerson/Air Force flight
test during 1974.
FLGHT TESTS CONDUCTED
SEP TEIrBER 11, /974
* TESTS AT HIGH, MEDIUM, AND LOW ALTITUDES WITH HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED FLAT PLATE
ANTENNA AND FREQUENCY AGILITY:
- MAXIMUM DETECTION RANGE
- ALTITUDE LINE REDUCTION
- HAT SECTION
- GROUND CLUTTER
- STAE
* MISSILE DOGFIGHT MODE
* OFF-BORESIGHT TARGET ACQUISITION AND ANGLE TRACK
- WITHIN THE RADAR SEARCH VOLUME
- VARIOUS ROLL MANEUVERS
- LOS RATE MANEUVERS
- HIGH G RATES
* 30 FLIGHTS TOTAL
* 4 USAF/JTF FLIGHTS
RED UCE PILOT WORKLOID 44ND
INPROVED T4CTIC4L FLEXIBILITYt-
FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
(SEPTEMBER II, 1974)
RESULTS SATISFY.
ITEM EVALUATED PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
MISSILE MODE HEAD DOWN STEERING YES
BORESIGHT STEERING WITH ANGLE YES
TRACK
OFF-BORESIGHT ACQUISITION YES
RADAR COVERAGE IN GUN MODE WITH YES
ANGLE TRACK
D/F GUNS, D/F MISSILE AND RESUME YES
SEARCH SWITCH ON STICK GRIP
BASI/C/IPROVED R4D4R CO0MPARSON .
OF DETECTION AND LOCK-ON RANGES
AGAINST 4 CO-AL4TITUDE T-38 TARCET
BASIC RADAR IMPROVED RADAR
FLIGHT TEST, MINIMUM FLIGHT TEST,
ALTITUDE (AGL) SPEC AUGUST 1974 EXPECTED AUGUST 1974
20,000 FEET
DETECTION 8 N.M. 8-2/3 N.M. 9 N.M. 10-1/2 N.M.
LOCK-ON 4 N.M. 5-1/2 N.M. 6 N.M. 7-1/2 N.M.
12,500 FEET
DETECTION 6 N.M. 9 N.M.
LOCK-ON 4 N.M. 6 N.M.
2,500 FEET
DETECTION 2 N.M. 2-1/2 N.M. 3 N.M. 4-1/2 N.M.
LOCK-ON 1-1/3 N.M. 1-3/4 N.M. 2 N.M. 3-1/4 N.M.
DETECTION R4NGE
FL/GifT TEST RESULTS
(CO-A41TTUDE TESTS ONLY)
(SEPTEMBER II, 1974)
TEST RESULTS RESULTS SATISFY
TEST CONDITIONS N.M. RANGE BLIP SCAN % PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
30,000 FT MSL 9.25 90 YES (8 N.M.)
AT 18,000 FT AGL
AND 27,500 FT AGL
OVER MOUNTAIN AND 12.0 10
DESERT TERRAIN
15,000 FT MSL 8.0 90 YES
AT 12,500 FT AGL
OVER DESERT TERRAIN 9.5 10
5,000 FT MSL 3.5 90 YES (2.2 N.M.)
AT 2,500 FT AGL
OVER DESERT TERRAIN 5.0 10
CLUTTER - FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
(SEPTELBER I, 1974)
RESULTS SATISFY
TEST CONDITIONS TEST RESULTS PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
MEDIUM AND STAE IS NEARLY ELIMINATED. IT YES
HIGH ALTITUDE DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH TARGET
(15 & 30 K FT) DETECTION OR TRACKING IN THE
90% BLIP SCAN RANGE ENVELOPE.
2,500 FT AGL ALTITUDE LINE IS VISIBLE BUT DOES YES
AND ABOVE NOT LIMIT TARGET DETECTION,
ACQUISITION OR TRACKING OVER
LAND.
2,500 FT AGL SIDELOBES ARE BARELY VISIBLE AND YES
AND ABOVE DO NOT INTERFERE WITH DETECTION
OR TRACKING.
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TARGET FADE - F/GHT TEST RESULITS
(CO-A4TITUDE TESTS ONLY)
(SEPTEMNBE R 1, 1974)
RESULTS SATISFY
TEST CONDITIONS TEST RESULTS PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
30,000 FT MSL NO TARGET LOSS IN SEARCH YES (> 8 N.M.)
AT 27,500 FT AGL OR TRACK WITH T-38 AT 9-1/2
OVER DESERT TERRAIN N.M. OR LESS
30,000 FT MSL NO TARGET LOSS IN SEARCH YES (> 8 N.M.)
AT 18,000 FT AGL WITH A T-38 AT 8 N.M. OR
AVERAGE OVER LESS
MOUNTAIN TERRAIN
15,000 FT MSL LESS THAN 10% TARGET NO (> 6 N.M.)
AT 12,500 FT AGL LOSS WITH T-38 AT 5 N.M.
OVER DESERT TERRAIN OR LESS
5,000 FT MSL LESS THAN 10% TARGET YES ( 2.2 N.M.)
AT 2,500 FT AGL LOSS WITH T-38 AT 2.5 N.M.
OVER DESERT TERRAIN
PROBABILITY OF CONVERSION
FOR S/DEWND ER, GUN A TTACK FOR
CO-ALTITUDE T4RGETS
WITHIN SEARCH COVERAGE
1.0 36000 FEET ALTITUDE
WITH ANGLE GCI ERROR = 3NMI (10)
TRACKING '-,
5g MAX IN TURN
0.8 TARGET
z AT MO-8
z 0.6 --------------------------------- -- - -- -- - -- --------0O 4 NMI + GCI ERROR
-
---
FIGHTER
" 0.4 AT M1-2
O SEARCH & RANGE3g MAX IN TURN GCI VECTORED TRACK
0.2
0 I
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A.2 ,LAI. .ANALYSTS
This report addresses the correlation of measured and theoretical
angle-track characteristics. Test results were measured on the
brassboard configuration of the AN/APQ-153 as modified for angle track.
INTRODUCTION
The inclusion of angle track into the APQ-153 was accomplished by
establishing a set of requirements, analyzing the existing system
and establishing theoretical modifications necessary to incorporate
angle track, design and breadboard the modifications, test the
modifications and obtain pertinent performance data, correlate
the analysis with test results.
Each of these tasks are discussed in the following paragraphs.
REQUIRFXMENTS
The basic requirements are:
1. Maintain target track in aircraft environment.
ANGLE RATE ACCELERATION
_ (Degrces) (Degrees/Sec) (Degrees/Sec
2 )
ROLL 360 230 500
PITCH 360 40 100
YAW 360 50 50
2. Maintain static tracking accuracy of 3 mr (la).
3. Maintain tracking accuracy of 5 mr for tracking rates of 30
to 60 degrees/second.
With these major requirements in mind the system analysis was conductmd.
The followifg analysis is a brief outliale of that analysis. Further
chronological occurrences and results are available upon rcquest.
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ANALYSIS
After considering alternate approaches to rate stabilization (ref. "Alternate
Approaches for Space Stabilizatio~ of APO-153 Antenna in Track 
Mode", 14 June
1973), the approach shown in Figure 1 was choosen with the associated 
constants
shown in Table I. Using the polynominal factor routine (ref: "Computer Aided
Analysis and Design of Linear Control for APQ-153", 16 July 1973) developed during
this RPA program the track response (transfer function) was determined to be:
(--+ 1)(-+ 1)(- + 1)( + 1)( + 2.4)S + 1)
0 T 2.5 2.5 + 40 7 40 2 240
S 2  2(.99)S ( 2(.99) +
+ Y 1)('+ i)(- + i)( + 104 + 1) 104
(1)
S 2(.3)S s2 2(.5)S + 1)
(9 +  99 + 2402 240
99 240
The computer output used to obtain equation #1 is-shown in Table II. Several gain
variations are also presented in Table II for future reference.
The response to a disturbance (a/c) input was determined to be:
3 S
T  (40 +  ) (2)
D  S 
2  2(.6)S S S 2(.3)S 1)
290 16 + 1)(3 + 3.4 + 1)(4+ 1)(- + + 100
A straight line approximation of equation 2 is shown in Figure 2.
The deviation allowing determination of equation 2 is -shown in 
ppendix
A.
CIRCUIT MODIFICATION
With the above analysis and resulting equations, the circuits of Figure 
3 were
designed and breadboarded as modification to the existing APQ-153 to incornorate
angle track. These circuits resulted from the above equations 
and the desire to
retain the existing circuitry of the 058 card.
TEST DATA
With the system in full operation with the large torque 
motor in azimuth the
following data was taken.
1. Frequency responses
2. Acquisition transients and static tracking accuracy
3. Track errors caused by antenna base motion
Each data item is expanded below.
1. FREQUENCY RESPONSES
The following frequency responses were taken
1.1 Closed position loop both azimuth and elevation
Data - Table III
Plot - Figures 4 and 5
1.2 Closed rate loop (az and el)
Data - Table IV
Plot - Figures 6 and 7
1.3 Closed track loop (az and el)
Two sets of responses were obtained for 2 sets of gains 
(low
rate feedback gain and high rate feedback gain)
LOW RATE GAIN
Data - Tables V, VI
Plot - Figure 8
HIGH RATE GAIN
Data - Tables VII, VIII
Plot - Figures 9 and 10
/ 2. ACQUISITION TRANSIENTS AND STATIC TRACK ACCURACY
With the antenna in the ,ini-search mode, multiple acquisitions 
of the
same target wcre obtained and appear in F.gures 11 and 
12. An expanded
time trace for acquisition appears in Figure 13.
The measured results are as follows:
ELEVATION
1. Mini-searc amplitude - 3 degrees
2. 6 Hz scan with 2.7 degrees (P-P) amplitude
3. Track Loop 1.5 Hz natural frequency
.5 damping ratio
4. Tracking ripple - less than .5 degrees (P-P)
5. Settling Time (from initiate track to less 
than .50
of steady state (track) - approximately 2.0 seconds
AZIMUTH
1. Mini-search amplitude - 100
2. 6 Hz scan with 2.40 (P-P) amplitude
3. Track Loop - .5 Hz natural frequency
.5 damping ratio
4. Tracking ripple - less than .5" (P-P)
5. Settling time - approximately 2.0 seconds
The track error (PSD output) for both azimuth 
and elevation are shown
on the traces of Figure 14.
3. TRACK ERRORS FROM BASE MOTION 
I
The system maintained track on this fixed target 
to within +2.00 with
rate table driving at a distorted sinusoid vielding 
maximum rates of
100 0/sec and maximum accelerations of 2140/sec
2
. These above maximum
rates and accelerations of the antenna base are 
calculated on the basis
of obtaining the Fourier Series of the table motion.
The table motion was measured using the rate gyro output from the phase
sensitive detector. The picture of Figure 15 
was recorded and :oted to
have a maximum rate of 100
0 /sec for negative peak and 82
0 /sec for the
positive peak. Approxinating this curve by 
the following:
y = (1.25) t for 0 < t < .8
y = -(.6) t + 1.48 for .8 < t < 3.8 (3)
y = (.667) t -3.33 for 3.8 < t < 5
A computer program was used to obtain the following Fourier Series
representation of the rate in degrees/second.
o = 5 + 10 sin wt + -7 sin 3 wt -5 sin 4 wt
+ 1.7 sin 6 wt + 71 cos wt + 10 cos 2 wt (4)
- 3.2 cos 3 wt - 2.6 cos 4 wt
where
w = 1.25
Equation 4 uses only the most significant terms.
Differentiating equation 4 and substituting w P 1.25 yields:
6 = 214 /sec2
The trace of azimuth error and antenna pot are shown in Figure 16 for
the conditions stated above. The trace of Figure 17 shows the same
traces for a rate table decrease of approximately half the frequency.
CORRELATION OF ANALYSIS AND TEST RESULTS
Antenna Track Response
From measured frequency response data the following simplified expression was derived
T (1 + .32 S) (5)
s s2 2(.5)S[ + + 1]3.142 3.14
3.14
And the corresponding error equation is
0 2E = S (6)£ 2
S S
2  2(.5)S
10 [-- + + 1]3.142 3.143.14 /
For S = unit step =
S (7)
S 2  2(.5)S10 [ + .5)S= L]
3.142 3.14
The inverse transform of equation 7 is:
e (t). = e at [cos bt - sin bt] (8)
Equation 8 is obtained in the following manner:
- 1 1 -at (9)
L + 2 b2 ] = ( ) e sin bt 9(S + a)2 +b
and
-1 S+ a -at (10)
(S + a) + b
Rewriting 7 we obtain
-1 S+ a - a = L-1 S + a +L-1 -aL )2 + 2 ] [ 2 2 J+ + [ 2 b2 (11
(S + a) + b (S + a) +b (S + a) +b
From equation 11 we obtain equation 4, where
a = 1.6
and
a +b 10 (12)
then
b = 2.7
Therefore we have 
-
-1.6t0 (t) = e [cos (2.7 t) - .6 sin (2.7 t)] (13)
which is the track error response to a step. Figure 18 is a plot of equation 13.
The error response to a ramp is
1
= 2(.5)S10 (-- + + 1)2 3.143.14
and
e 2 sin a 1/2 1e sin [ (8 - t]4(t) = 2 (15)
a 1/2
where
a = 3.14
(16)
18= 10
-1.6t
e sin 2.7 t
6 (t) 2.7 (17)
Figure 19 is a plot of equation 17.
The error response to an acceleration is:
1
= 2 (18)eC 10 S 2(.5)S 1)lOS ( + 1 12  3.143.14
whe re
1 M sin [bt + tan ( 1)1/2] (19)
u (t) - ( )1 12  - c
for
1 1 (20)
= 
S2
S S (S + a S + 8) S + 3.2 S + 10)
where
a2 1/2 2ab ( - =2.7 a 2a
Equation 19 becomes
-1.6t -1 (21
(t) =1 e sin (2.7 t + tan 1.7)
8 (t) = 10 ()lO) (2.7)
The plot of equation 21 is shown on Figure 
20.
ANTENNA DISTURBANCE RESPONSE
The disturbance response can be approximated in the region 
of interest by the
expression:
0T S3  (22)
SD S S + 2(.5)S + 1)290 ( + 1) ( 2 3.14
3.14
Applying an acceleration of 290 
rad/sec2 yields
1 ] (23)
S S 2(.5)S + 1)(- + 1) + 3.14
16 3.143.143.14
2 t (t 2
ST e T + sin ( 1 - t - (24)
(1 - 2 T w+ T2 w2  [(1 - 52) (1 - 2 1 T w + T 2)1/2
where
= tan- T w (25)S-T Cw
Applying a rate of 290 rad/sec yields:
S= 2S (26)
S (S 2(.5)S(- + 1) ( + " + 1)(16 2 3.143.14
w2 etT 2 -utT(t)  t/T + w e-t, sin (w r. t + ) (27)
Tt2 2 22 (27)(1 - 2 T C w + T 2  2) [(1 - 2) (1 - 2 T w + T   2) 1/2
where
-1  T - 1 1 1Stan T ) - tan ( ) (28)
-Applying a step of 290 rad yields
'eT = 2 (29)
ST = S 2(.5)S (29)(- + 1) ( + + 1)16 2 3.143.14
/~
2 -t3 -t t 02)w ewe sin ( - t- (30
(t ) = + 2 2 1/2 (30
T (1 - 2 T w + T2 2) [(1 - 2) (1 -2 T w. TF )]
where
-1 T w 4\1 1 2 (31)
= tan (y ) -2 tan (31)
Applying. a jerk of 290 rad/sec 3 yields:
1 (32)
T 2 S S(S) (1 + T S) (1 +
2 2 -t/T -t sin ( t + ) (33)
OT(t) = . T
(1 - 2 T r w + IT2  1 - ~2) (1 - 2 T w + T2 2 
where
-1 Tl - ) + tan1 ( 7 ) (34)
The response to a unit input of jerk, acceleration, rate and angle are shown in
Figures 21, 22, 23, and 24 respectively. The plotted data and calculations 
appear
in Table X.
RESULTS
The actual test results (track and rate table disturbance) and the response curves
of Figures 18 thru 24 indicate that the requirements can be met. The flight test
will obviously be the final proof.
D. Ringkamp
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INJUT KI 8.6
INPJT COEFFICIIFNI.S OF (1(S) NLUIERATON (C CONSTAT TIERM FIINSI)
1.
IN-UT COEFFICI ENIS OF 1ICS) DENM'INAiJh (CO JS1ANI TEh1 FlhS1)
0. 1. *0035
INFUJT Al .35
INPUT COEFFICI FNTS OF HI(S) NUMEATOR (CONSTANT TERM Ft IiS1)
1.
IN- FUT COFFICIE 'JNTS OF HI(S) DENOMINAT)OR CCOJNSTANT TEk; FIRST)
1*
----- OEN LOOP TRANSFEk FUNCTIJN NUMIEATOR (HS)HI(S)
3.01( 1.00 )
*i* *** DECENERAE FOLYNOMI L *** **
--- OPEN LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION DENJMINATOI (;(S) I(S)----
1.00( .00350 S - 1'00 S)
REAL ROOTS
O. 000E+ CO
-285.7143
- CLOSED LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMEATOH C(S)/C +( S)1 H S))
24*57( 1.00 )
*~* *** DECENEhATE FOLYNOMIAL *** ***.
----- CLOSED LOOP TRtANSFER FUNClI)O DENiOM'INATOIR CS)/C It- ( S)H IC S)
8.60( .00116 SI2 + .332 S + 1.00 )
REAL F;JOTS
-3.0424
-282.6719
DO YOU I.;AN1 4-O E YES O-' NO YES
INFUT COEFFICIENIS OF (:( S) ,I"F'Ii, (CJSNSTA 
l1 lhM F[ - Sl))
1. .4255 .o0
INI-UT COFFFICIENTS OF J() I)EN'MI :\A1J , (C(ONSTANT 
TEM Fl IST)
0. 1 1. .002
INIUT A2 1
INFUT COEFFICIENTS OF H2(S) NUMEIATOR (CONSTANT 
TIEM FlE S)
1.
INPUT COFFFICIENTS OF H2(S) DENOMINA1'ITi 
(CONSTANT TERM FIRST)
1.
----- OPEN LOOP TRA NSFER FUNCTION NUMFIRATOR G(S)H2CS) 
-
19657-C .01000 ST2 + .425 S + 1.00 
)
REAL ROOTS
-2.4967
-40-0533
----- 
OPEN LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION DENOMINATOR 
C(S)H2CS) -----
1.O0( 2.0COE-05 St5 + .0157 St4 + 
P.88 St3 + 11.46 St' + 8.60 S)
REAL ROOTS
0. 000 E+ 00
-1.0020
-3.0424
-232.6719
- 98.9980
----- CLOSED LOOF TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATIR TCS)/C 1+(S) ( S)(S)) '
19657-( .01000 Sf2 + .425 S + 
1.00 )
REAL ROOTS
-2.4967
-40.0533
.---- CLOSFD LOOI TRANSFER FUNCTION DENINATNTH 
(:CS)/C L+CCS) )
19657-( 1.017E-(9 S?5 + 7.994E-07 
STA + .000!47 S3 '+ .0106 Si2
+ .426 S + 1.00 )
REAL ROOlS
-2.4974
- 41.9207
-5.5 42 E+02
.CMPLFX hHJT'S .iMF(A LEITA
410.44 06 */-, 56.995! 70. I 7 -0. 
1
I HU I liLY I,
IN IUT K 1 -19657.
INI-'I COEFFI(CIFNIS OF' (;(S) NUME±ATHI (CONSPNT TERM FIhST)
I - -4255 .01
INPIT COF)FFIf-IFNIS OF Cl() DEN:1IN1tWhTO.'R (CONSTANT 1IEIM FI RST)
O0 8.6 11.46 2.83 .0157 2.OE-5
INPUl Al 1.
INF'UT COEFFI CI ENTS OF HICS) NUMEATOR ( CONSTANT TEiRM FI RST)
1.
INFUT COEFFICI ENTS OF HIC(S) DENOM INA1HI (CONSTANT TEIM FIRST)
OP-EM LOOP- TRANSFE FUNCTION NI.iIEHiATJ C S)H I(S) -
19657.( .010CO st2 + .426 S + 1-00 )
REAL ROOTS
-2. 4967
-40.0533
OPEN LOOP TRANSFEP FUNCTION DENOMINATOR GCS)HIC S)
1.00( 2.000E-05 St5 + .0157 St4 + 2.83 53 + 11.46 St2 + 8.60 S)
REAL ROOTS
0. 000E+ 00
-1.0008
-3.0510
-28 2 5979
-498 3504
----- CLOSED LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATO1' G(S)/C I+GC S)H l(E))
19657-( .01000 St2 + .426 S + 1.00 )
REAL JHOOTS
-2. 9 67
-40.0533
- CLOSED L1OOP ITRANSFEK FUNCTION DENOMINATOR (.( S)/( 14 (C S)H l(CS))
19657-( 1.017E-09 St5 + 7.9137E-07 St4 + .000147 St3 + .0106 St2
+ .426 S + 1.00 )
REAL HOOTS
9. 4  74
- 141.4903
-5.579 1E+02
C:: MI LFX b:i OTS OME(-A LETA
DO YOU Wt l'l Y rYES t.kI NO YES
I NPUT'K? 12.2
INIUT COEFFICIEN'IS OF ;(S) NUME<ATO. (CONSTNT TERM FII(ST)
10 .014
INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF GPCS) DENOMINAToi (CONSTANT IERIM FI RST)
0. 0. 1.
INPUT A2 2.4
INPUT CIEFFICIENTS OF H2(S) NUMEkAT3IH (CONSTANT TIEhM FIIRST)
0. 1.
INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF H2(S) DENOMINAIJRH CONSIANT TEL-,M FI ST)
1. .0033 17.-4E-6
- OPEN LOOP TFRANSFEFi FUNCTION NUMEATORk C(S)H2(S)
1.00( 80.58 St4 + 9184.2 ST3 + 252957. St2 + 575557. S)
REAL ROOTS
0. 0000E+ 00
-2.4967
-40.0533
-71.4286
----- OPEN LOOF Il<ANSFE FUNCTION DEN3MINATO ( (S) H2( S)
1-00( 3.430E-10 St9 + 3.392E-07 St8 + .000122 St7 + .0288 St6
+ 3.71 St5 + 236.0 St4 + 8437.5 St3 + 19657. St2)
REAL ROOTS
0. 000E+ 00
0. O000E+ 00
-2.49 74
- 141.4903
-5.579 IE+02
COMIPLEX ROOTS OMECA LETA
-41.5509 +/-J 57. C3 69 706073 -O. 3 5
-94.8276 +/-J 220.1795 239.7317 -0.3956
----- CLOSED L:O)P Ti\APNSFER FUNCTION NU.IEikATOR (.( S)/( 1+((S)2C(,%))
99923.( 2.36E-09 St5 + 7.39 7E-07 Sti'4 + 000200 St3 + *0174 Sr2
+ .4'43 S + 1.00 )
REAL h.kO1S
-2. 49 67
-40.0533
-71. 42 6
COMPLEX JS O(4MF(-A Z LF'
-9/.276 +/-J 20.179'5 239 .7317 -0. 356
CL;SED LUOO) TkIANSFEh FLINCTION DENUMINATOr C( S) /C I+ G( S)H2( ) )
1 00 I1.450E- 10 St9 + 1.413F-07 St8 + 5.Od0E-05 St7 + .0120 Sti,
+ .*55 St5 + 131.9 St4 + 7342.4 St3 + 11359. StP + 239i 15. 5)
REAL RO3)TS
0.0000E+ 00
-2.4)66
-139 731
-109 . 15 1
-56 136E+02
COMPLEX IROOTS OMEGA ZETA
-27.3574 +/-J 96*6600 100.456) -0.2723
-113.9772 +/-J 2C3.5010 237.6204 -0.4797
DO YOU A NT MORE YES OR NO YES
INPUT K3 24.
I NPUT COEFFI CIENTS OF G3( S) NUMERATOR CCONSTANT TERM FI KST)
1. .4
INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF 3(.S) DENOMINAIOR (CONSTANT TERM FIRST)
0. 1. .01
INPUT A3 1.
INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF H3(S) NLIMERATOJR (CONSTANT TERM FI ST)
1.
INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF H3(S) DENOMINATOR (CONSTANT TERM FIRST)
1.
OPEN LOOF TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR C( S)H3(S) -----
2.398E+06( 9.744E-10 St6 + 2.983E-07 St5 + 8.036E-05 St4 + .00717 St3
+ .195 St2 + .843 S + 1.00 )
REAL RO TS
-2.4966
-2.5000
-40. 0533
-71. 4236
COMFLEX ROOTS / OMEGA ZETA
-94.8276 +/-J 220.1795 239.7317 -0.3956
... .-N--u[{ 1iI<,N FEh% FtUNCIO, DP'JI I NA'IOIk (.( !) r 3(5)
I.o0( 1./50E-12 Sti l + 1-.5'IF- ')  St 10 + 6.49.F-07 St9 + .000171 Sti
+ .0275 S;7 + 2.$7 St6 + 20t.3 St5 + 8473.3 St + 11597 . St3
+ 2398 15. St2)
REAL POOTS
O. OOOF+ 00
O. OOOE+ 00
-2.4966
- 18.973 1
-100.0001
- 109 153 C0
-5- 6136E+ 02
C3,MPLE T ROOTS OMECA ZETA
-27.3574 +/-J 96.6600 100.4569 -0.2723
-113.9772 +/-J 20,.5010 237.6204 -0.4797
.-... CLOSED LOOPI TRANSFEF FUNCTION NUMERATOR (S)/C 1+ C S)H3CS) )
2.398E+06( 9.744E-10 St6 + 2.983E-07 5t5 + 8.036E-05 St4 + .00717 St3
+ .19.5 St2 + .843 S + 1.00 )
REAL ROOTS
-2.4966
-2.5000
-40.0533
-71.4286
COMPLEX ROOTS OMEGA ZETA
-94.8276 +/-J 220*1795 239.7317 -0.3956*
----- CLOSED LOOP TRANSFEK FUNCTION DENOMINATOR (( S)/ 1+ CC( S)H3( S))
2.398E+06C 6.046E-19 Sill + 6.493E-16 St 10 + 2. 7CE-13 St9 + 7. 126E-11 S
t8
+ 1.146E-O0 St7 + 1.196E-06 St6 + 8.592E-05 St5 + .00362 StA + .0555 St
3
+ .295 St2 + .843 S + 1.00 )
REAL ROOTS
-2.4966
-16-1110
-5. 6133 E+ 02
COMPLEX ROOTS OMECA LETA
-2.1149 +/-J 2.7609 3.47 7 -0.60 31
-104.044 +/-J 6.2323 104.2339' -0.9') 82
-27.2063 +/-J 95.5715 99.3635 -0.2738
-113.9672 +/-J 2 08 .4693 237.5373 -0.47-97
DO YOU W:ANT MORE YES O( NC) N O
INPUT Co(I IWI |:NT,; l 0I (,C ) NU-MEIATU'I l ( jUT:;AN TI:M F:lIflT)
I. .5 r:rtrr' ,
ItsUf U;FlI:+-ICI:NTS i F (3(!;) I VFrJi INATUl (CilINSTArIlI TI0 1-H fST)
0. I. .01
INPUT A3 I.
INPUT CiFFFICILVJ'S OF i(S) NU:AFI?ATU.l? (CUNSTfANIf TIR F:IRSI')
1.
Ihi'UT COFFCI lNTS (OF H3 (S) DFlUL I NiAT t l (CUNSTANT' r1TER I:JlUST)
I.
UPEN I.(1P TAtNSI:ER FUNCTItON NUMERAT'O G(S)H3(S) --
2.398E+06( 1.21PE-09 S^6 + 3.7231-01 S^5 + .000101 S^4 + .00891 S"3
+ .239 5"2 + .943 S + ..U )
REAL R OTS
-2. 0000
-2.4967
-40.0533
-71.4286
SC;'.IPLEX RfUTS OMEGA ZETA
-94.8206 +/-J 220.1795 239.7316 -0.3956
*---- OPEN LOUP TRANSFER FUNCTION DENOM'INATOR G(S)i3(S)
1.00( 1.450E-12 S^l + 1.558E-09 5^10 + 6.493F-07 S^9 + .000171 5"8
+ .0275 S57 + 2.87 S^6 + 205.3 5"5 + 8478.3 S^"4 + 115987. S^3
+ 239815. 5S2)
REAL ROOTS
0. 0000E+00
- 0.000E+00
-2.4966
-18.9731
-IOU.0001
-109.1580
-5.6136E+oz
COMPLEX QIUTS OMEGA ZETA
-27.357a4 +*-J 96.6600 100.4569 -0.2723
-113.9772 +/-J 208.5010 237.6204 -0.4797
---- CLOSED LOUP TRANSFER FUNCTIOI NUMERATOR G(5)/(I+G(S)H3(S))
2.398E+06( I.218E-09 S^6 + 3.723E-07 S55 + .000101 S- + .C00891 53
+ .239 S52 + .943 S + 1.00 )
REAL ROOTS
-2.0000
-2.4907
-40.0533
-71.4286
COMPLEX qCJTS Ol MEGA ZETA
-94.8276 +/-J 220.1795 239.1316 -0.3956
--- CLOSED LOUP TRANSFER FUNCTION DL)ENOINATOR (S)/(I+G(S)Hi(S)) ---
2.398E+06( 6.046E-19 SI11 + 6.498F-16 S^I0 + 2.70.lE-13 S^9 + 7.126F-11 S^%
+ 1.146E-08 3^7 + 1.196E-06 S^6 + 8.599E-05 5^5 + .00364 S^'4 .0573 S^3
+ .339 5"2 + .943 S + 1.00 )
REAL ROOTS
1 -2.4965
-14.8335
-5.6139E+02
CLMPL.EX PIlTrr (UMFUA ZFTA
-2.9389 +/-J 2.1427 3.6371 -0.81080(
-103.9074 +/-.1 1.4331 InA.1729 -0. 0975
-27.1.,71 +/-J 95.2916 99.000t -0.2741
-113.9040 +/-J 206.4614 237.5796 -0.4197
DU*YUU WANT ML1E YES 04 NO NU .
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TABLE L
POSITION LOOP RESPONSE (.2V INPUT VOLTAGE)
(INPUT AT 10K OUTPUT AT POT)
AZ EL
NORM NORM
f APL AMPL db 4 AMPL AMPL db
1 .06 1. 0 +175 .061 '1.0 
0 +167
2 .06 i. 0 +124 .058 -1.-05 0 
+164
3 .06 1. 0 +174 .058 -1.05, 
0 +164
5 .065 i.1 .9 +171. .064 +1. 05 0 
+163
6 .07 "'. 1.15 1.2 +170
7 .074 1.23 1.,8 +166 . -064 1.05 
0 . +164
8 .078 1.3 '2.3 +163 .075 1.23 
1.8 +158
9 .088 1.46 1.2 +158 .08 
1.31 2.4 +154
10 ,.064 1.1 .9 +154 .085 1.39 
2.9 +149
11 .08 1'.32 2.4 +161 .091 1.49 
3.5 +144
12 .09 1.5 3.5 +158 .098 1.62 
4.2 +136
13 .1 1.67 4.5 +148 .078 1.28 
2.1 +111
14 .1 1.67 4.5 .. 135 . .08 
1.31 2.4 +139
15 .09 1.5 3.5 +115 .1 
1. 64 ,4.3 +129
16 .09 1.5 3.5 +126 .11- 1.8 
5.1 +118
17 .09 1.5 3.5 + 98 .11 1.80 
5.1 +105
18 - .105 1.73 4.8 + 92
20 .05 -1.2 -1.8 +40 .09 .1.47 
3.3 + 71
25 .025 -2.4 -7.6 +21 .04 -1.52 
-3.6 + 41
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TABLE
RATE LOOP-RESPONSE DATA
AZ EL
NORM NORM
f AMPL AMPL db AMPL AMPL db
.1 .138 1.0 0 -179 .124 1. ' 0 -129
S.2 .128 -1.07 -. 6 -177
.5 .154 1.12 1.0 -176 .140 1.13 1.06 -179
i.0 .150 ' " 1.09 .75 +159 .,138 :, 1.11. .83 +155
2.0 .128 -1'.07 -.6 +156 . .104 -1.2 -1.6 +153
3.0 .131" -1.05 -.4 +143 .08 -1.55 -3.8 +150
5.0 .064 -2.16 -6.7. +109i .105 -1.18 ' -- 1.-4 +161
6.0 .190 1.38 2.8 - 68 .19 1.53 -3.8 +137.
8.0. .068 ,.. -2.0 -6 +147 .084 -1.48 -3.4 +144
10.0 ,.081 -1.7 -4.6 +106 .09 . -1.38 -2.8 +116
12.0 .099 -J.39 -2.5 +134 .101 -1.23 -1.8 4-116
15.0 .112 . -1.22 -1.7 +112 .088 -1.42 -3.0 +1I03
17.0 .094 -1.47 -3.3 +1!8 .114 -1.1 - .83 + 91
19.0 .128 -1.08 - .67 .149 1.2 1.6 +. 69
20.0 .154 1.12 1.0 +108 .154 1.24 1.9 + 53
21.0 .169 1.22 1.7 + 93 .129 . 1.04 .35 +138
22.0 .190 1.38 2.8 ' + 76 .124 0 0 + 21
23.0 .19 1.38 2.8 + 40 .104 -1.2 -1.6 + 6
24,0 .19 1.38 2.8 + 27 .079 -L. 57 -3.9 -0.0
26.0 .16 1.15 1.2- .065 -1.9 -5.6 - 4
28.0 .13 -1.06 - .5 - 12
30.0. .10 -1.38 -2.8 - 19 .04 -3.1 -10. - 7
,40.0 .03 -4.6 -13.0 - 37
OUTPUT 9
200K
' .1 to 40 Hz
I .I Fl4
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EL AZ
f AMPL DB 4 AMPL DB 4
.05 .41 +1790 .2 +1790
.1 .48 1.3 +174 .21 +1760
.2 .74 ' +137 .24 1.6 +1710
.3 .58 2.9. +104 .29 3.2 +159
.4 .24 + 63 .34 4.6 +134
.5 .18 + 54 .30 3.5 +108
.7 .11 + 29 .22 1.0 + 65
1.0 .06 + 12 .10 -6 + 38
2.0 .01 - 8 .01 -23 - 13
OUTPUT OF 200K
FUNCTION
GEN
2.2K
AZ/EL 8.5 = Az
STEERING
COMMAND 20.5K = El
S To input of function generator/
correlator
CLOSED LOOP FREQUENCY RESPONSE
SYSTEM LOCKED ON TOWER
RATE FEEDBACK RESISTORS 402K EACH CHANNEL
EiL AZ
f A:IMPL DB AMPL DB
.05 .156 +172 .0017 + 62
.1 .18 1.2 +174 .008 + 7.2
.2 .195 1.9 +168 .014 - 32
.3 .234 3.5 +149 .019 - 77
.4 .25 4.1 +136 .038 -106
.5 .28 5.1 + 99 .041 -143
.7 .21 2.6 + 32 .084 +109
1.0 .09 4.9 + 6 .018 +127
2.0 .01 -23 - 18 .009 + 14
AZ READINGS, WHICH ARE ',EASURE
OF CROSS TALK, ARE ONLY APPROXI-
MATE AND ARE NOT ACCURATELY
REPEATIBLE
WITH EL = 8.5K
The following response was obtained with input into El channel
only.
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I____ I i
I~~~~~ C. Co~j o(
T', ^/;!!
1.ZC
_~~~7 -W '\KHK.-y
TABLE vT (
TRACK LOOP RESPONSE DATA
INPUT INTO AZ CROSS COUPLING INTO EL
NORM NORM
f AMPL AMPL db AMPL AMPL db
.1 .49 1.0 0. +177. .04 -12.3 -22 +145
.2 .54 1.1 .1 +171 .143 - 3.4 -10 +115
.3 .58 1.18 1.4 +163 .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 + 89
.4 .68 1.38 2.8 +154 .19 - 2.6 _-8.3----+ 43
.5 .758 1.57 3.9 +132 .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 + 44
.6 .614 1.25 1.95 +109 .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 + 4
.7 .54 1.1 .1 + 93 .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 - 27
1.0 .287 -1.71 -4.7 + 81. .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 - 57
2.0 .154. -3.18 -10. + 54 .11 - 4.5 -13. -100
3.0 .057 -8.6 -18.6 + 47 .07 - 7. -17. -120
130K
TP-10>
.1 - 2.0 Hz AR29
.05V200
200K
TABL~ 7 IL .
. TRACK LOOP RESPONSE DATA
INPUT INTO EL CROSS COUPLING INTO AZ
NORM NORM
f AMPL AMPL db AMPL AMPL db
.1 .5 '1.0 0 +178 .024 -21. -26 - 28
.2 .55 1.1 ..1 +172 .105 4- .8 -13.6 - 77
.3 .654 -1-.31 2.3 +162 :18 -2.8 -9 -103
.4 .68 "' 1.36 2.7 .+151 .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 -132
.5 .757 1.52 3.6 +131. .19 - 2.6 --83 -162.
. .6 .68 ,.. 1.36 2.7 +110 .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 +162
.7 .51 1.0 0 + 87 .19 - 2.6 - 8.3 +129
1.0 .25 -2.0 -6 + 74 .13 - 3.8 -11.5 + 96
2.0 .10 -5.0 . -14. + 61 .08 - 6.2 -16 + 79
3.0 .054 -9.3 -19 +,44 .04 -12.5 -22 + 54
130K
** TP-11W
.1 - 3.0 Hz * AR-31
.05V
200K
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40 A=I.6
50 13=A*A++D*b
60 AB=A/.
70 TH=. l
80 T=-Ti
90 CC=S .T( 1 ./A*/i./A- 1 . )
100 'SO, MTi (jBB)*110 TYPE, S  T '"
120 10 1=T+TH
130 B3Tf=bwT
140 AO=EXP(-A*fT)(CUS(iT)-Ab*SIN(B';T))
150 i33= EP(-A *T) *S li (BT)
160 BO=bL/b
110 CO= 1 .. /- EXP ( - A*T) / S I I ( T+TA ( CC ) )
180 TYPE, T,AO, U,CU
190 I F(T.GT.4.) G(; TO 20
200 GO Tl 10
210 20 COI:TIINUE
220
230 COi'TINUE
"2 4 0 END
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A presents the deviation of the track line 
response to an aircraft dis-
turbance wihen the track line responsc to a target motion is 
known. Figure A-i
is a series of block diagrams showing the determination of 
the self stabilization
D'
term -D . Figure A-2 is a simplified overall loop block 
diagram of the track mode.
From Figure A-2, the tracking line (0T ) response to a target input angle (
0
S ) is
written as:
G GGGGT 1 G2 3 G5 6 (A-1)
S1 + G2  H + 1 G G G G G + G G G3 H3 + G2 3 4S 2 3 1 1 2 23 6 5 1020314
The response to a disturbance is:
T /
D ' + G2 G3  1 + G1 G2 G3  2 - G3 G(A-2)
D + G2 3 1 G2 G 
(A-3)
where
e1+ G 2 GG + TE G2 GS
KT/R
H = 1. G2 1+
H i = K S Y (1+ T1 S) (I + T2 S) (A-5)
1 (1 + T S) (1 + T )
1--
3  2JS
G = JS
2
DSubstituting into - we obtain
D
K Y (1 + T S) ( + T 2 S) KR  1
R 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1( + TE S + 1+ S)(1 + T S) + TE S JS2 (A-6)1 "E 3 ...... . . (A-6)
-D = --------SK R KB S Y(1.+.T S) (1 + T S) K
ED KR B + 2.... 2 R1+ +
+ 2T2S) (1 + T S)JS (1 + TE S) JS (1 + T3 S) (I + T S)
Further substitution yields
DR K S) (1 + T3 S) (1+ T3 S) + KR (i + T S) (1 + T 2 S)
0D JS 2 (1 + T3 S) (1 + T4 S) (1 + TE S) + KR KB S (1 + T3 S)
(A-7)
(1 + T 4 S) + Y KR (+ T 1 S) (1 + T2 S)
where
(1 + T3 S) (1 + T4 S) = (1 + S) (1 + .002S) = 1 + S + .00252
(1 + T1 S) (i + T2 S) + (1 + .4S) (1 + .025S) = 1 + .425S + .01S
2
(1 + TE S) (1 + T3 S) (1 + T4 S) = 1 + S .00552 +
\ - 6 S3  (A-8)
KB KR 8) (.34) = (17.1) (.34) = 5.67
Y K 48 (800) = 13700
R 2.8
0 R
D
K K KSK 
--B = 4.25\-4  (A-9)
The numerator of equation A-7 is
22 2
NIM : 4.25- 4 S (1 + S + .002S 2) + 1 + .425S + .O1S
= 8. 5\-7S3 + .01 2 + .4254S + 1 (A-10)
= (1 + 1) (2 + 1) (-+ 1)
11700 2.5 40
The denominator is
DEN 0 (1 + S + .0055S2 + -6 3) + 01 2 + .4254S + 1
= 1.03\-9S 5 + 8.-7S4 + 1.46\-4S 3 + .01S 2 + .425 + 1 (A-11)
S S S  S 2(.6)S(-2 1) ( 1 +  ) (- + 1) ( + 70 + 1)
70
From Tablell the track loop transfer function is
S ( S S S 2  2(.4)S( +  ) +  ) ( +  ) (-+ 1) ( -- + + 1)
T 2.5 2.5 40 71 2 240T 240
S S S S S 2(.6)S S 2(.99)S(---+ 1) + 1 )( + + 1)( + " + 1)2.5 16 561 3.5 2 1043.5 104
(A-12)
/ 2  2(.27)S S2 2(.5)S( 0+ + 1)( +  + 1)2 100 2 240100 240
Then witli the aid of Figure A-3
Os +
G2 
FIGURE A-3
The response to a disturbance is
T 1 . 6
' G G ) (A-13)D 12
where
24 (1 + )
G2 2.5 (A-14)S (1 + )
100
and
( + 1) ( + 1) 12.2 (1 + )
G1 . + . 2 - (A-15)
S S S 2 2(.6) S( +1) +1 + 70 + 1)2.5 141 560 2 7070
Equation A-12 reduces to
S + +
S2.5 40 71 2 (A-16)
S S S 2(.6)S 2S + 2  + ) + 1)
( + 1)( 2+ 35 + 1)( -+ 1) ( + + 1)( + 1)16 2 3.5 104 2 100 560
3.5 100
Equation A-13 becomes
3 S S S2  2(.16)S S S S S
e S (- E + +(  1)( +  + 1)( + 1)( + 1)(- + 1)( + 1)
-'2(6) S 2 S 2(3)S
D 290 (-6 + S + + )(2(.6) + 1) + 1)( + 1)
16 2 3.5 + 104 +2 ++5603.5 100
(A-17)(29 S S S
(290)(5 + )(- +  )( + 1)
and reduces to
S3  S 2  2(.6)S +ET  + 1) (---+ + )
T 70 (A-18)I2+i2 2D S 2 2(.6) S S 2(.3)S290 (S + 1)( +  + 1) ( + 1)( - + + 1)16 2 3.5 104 2 1003.5 100
But the self stabilization terms is
8 ' (~- + 1)
D - 0 (A-19)
D - S2 2(.6)S( +  ) (0 + + 1)141 2 70
.70
and finally
The response to an aircraft disturbance is
3S
SS ( + 1)T 40 +  (A-20)
D 0 2(.6)S S s 2(.3)S+ 1)29 (-6 + 1) (4 + 2 100
3 .5 100
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1.0 SCOPE
This document is the Emerson Electric Company's Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP)
for the AN/APQ-153 Fire Control Radar as modified for NASA per Contract
NAS 9-13695.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Exhibit "A" Statement of Work, Pages 1-3 of Contract NAS 9-13695
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3.0 TEST CONDITIONS AND EQUIPMENT
Unless specified otherwise, ail acceptance testing of the APQ-153 Fire Control
Radar, referred to as the FCR throughout this document, shall be conducted under the
conditions delineated in this paragraph.
3.1 Environment - The acceptance testing of the FCR shall be conducted
at a normal laboratory environment, designated as the Standard Environmental
Conditions and shall be as follows:
Ambient Temperature: 200 C to 300 C
Barometric Pressure: 28" Hg. to 32" Hg.
Relative Humidity: Up to 90%
3.2 Input Power - The input power for acceptance testing the FCR shall be
termed Standard Input Power and shall be 3 phase, 4 wire wye, 115 + 2 rms,
400 + 5 Hz., 1 Phase, p to 5.0 volts rms, 400 + 5 Hz., 28 + 1 volt dc.
3.3 Reject and Retest - When an item fails compliance with the requirements
of this ATP during acceptance testing, further action shall be in accordance
with Northrop procedures.
3.4 Warm-Up - The FCR shall pass any performance test in this ATP without
requiring a warm-up time in excess of 5 minutes.
3.5 Visual Observation - All visual observation tests of the Indicator LRU
performance shall be made at a distance of approximately 2 feet and an angle of 260
up from a line perpendicular to the Indicator front panel.
3.6 Unless specified otherwise, all functional performance acceptance testing
of the FCR shall be conducted with all articles of the FCR interconnected with all
articles of the Emerson System Test Bench, or equivalent, according to Figure 1
of this ATP.
3.7 Unless specified otherwise, all FCR acceptance testing shall be conducted
at conditions simulated by the System Test Bench as follows:
Aircraft Roll Angle: 00
Aircraft Pitch Angle: 0*
Aircraft Wing Twist: 0*
3.8 The following Special Test Equipment and Standard Test Equipment shall
be used for AN/APQ-153 Acceptance tests. Standard Test Equipment Articles may be
substituted by articles of equivalent capability and accuracy.
3.8.1 Special Test Equipment -
1 each Display Test Template Emerson Part No. 633332
1- each System Test Bench (STB)
consisting of 1 each of -
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FCR Simulator/Monitor
Transmitter Breakout Box
Test Connector Breakout Box
System Cable Harness
Antenna Holding Fixture
Boresight Steering Signal Simulator
3.8.2 Standard Test Equipment
Recorder Brush Model 280
Dummy Load (RF) 100 KW/100W or larger
Electronic Counter Hewlett-Packard Mod 5245
Spectrum Analyzer Tektronix 491
Power Meter General Microwave 454A
Power Head Narda 420A
Frequency Meter HPX532B
Detector HP 440A
Oscilloscope Tektronix 545
Pulse Generator HP 212
RF Generator HP 620B
Isolator Ferratec Model I-155-L
Voltmeter John Fluke 887A
20 DB Attenuator Enco A620N
Dynamic Range
Simulator Rutherford/CMC 301
BCD Display Rutherford Electronic Co.
Microwave Amplifier Alto Scientific 2008.0-12.4Q35
Directional Coupler
40 DB Narda 1081
Directional Coupler
10 DB HP X752C
Rotary Joint X-Band
Flex Guide X-Band
Standard Gain Horn X-Band
Rate Table Scientific Atlanta
Boresight Scope
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.4.0 FCR PERFOR.A.!CE TESTS
4.1 Iffitial Test Set Up, Turn On, and Power Supply Tests.
4.1.1 Connect the System Test Bench (STB), AN/APQ-153 Fire Control Radar (FCR)
and Standard Test Equipment according to Figure 1. (All power control switches off.)
4.1.2 Record running time meter readings for each FCR LRU. Note: Receiver/
Transmitter has 2 running time meters,'(Totai and Xmit.
4.1.3 Make the following switch settings on the STB:
Switch or Control Setting
Current Test/Voltage Test (4) -. VOLTAGE TEST
Wing Twist Switch DUYN
AA (Guns)h:SL HSL - .
In-Range DOWN
Excess G's / . DOdWN
Breakaway DO N
Wing Twist Dial 0 O
Roll o00
Pitch 00
Transmitter (On Indicator Holding OFF *-
Fixture) 
- .,
4.1.5 Observe a watch, clock, or other timer to measure the time between
system turn-on in the next step and illumination of the XMTR READY light on the STB
Indicator Holding Fixture. The time will be between 3 and 5 minutes and should be
recorded on the data sheet, paragraph 4.1.6. During the time out period, several
other observations are made as directed in 4.1.6.
4.1.6 Place the MODE switch on the Set Control to STBY. Observe that ihe
Antcnna is pointed approximately straight ahead. Record. Observe FAIL light is
not illuminated. Record.
Observe that after approximately 60 seconds the ARTIFICIAL HORIZON lines and
TILT CURSOR (along right edge of the DVST) are displayed. Record.
Observe that the XMTR READY light on the Indicator Holding Fixture is illumi-
nated after 3 to 5 minutes. Record.
4.1.7 Place the IIODE switch on the Set Control to MSL Observe and record
FAIL light lighted. Turn on TRANSNITTER SWITCH on the Indicator holding fixture.
Observe that the antenna is searching a 2 bar elevation full azimuth pattern. Record.
Observe that a B-SCAN is displayed on the Indicator DVST. The range sweep
will be sweeping back and forth in azimuth and the tilt cursor stepping slightly in
elevation. Record.
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4.1.8 Us te John Fluke 887A or equivalent meter, measure the FCR voltage
at the JG/J7 Test breakout Box as follows:
%.ol tae J-7 Pin 3-7 Return Value Ripple 
Max
115VAC A W L15VAC + 2VAC
115VAC 115VAC + 2 VAC
115VAC V W 115VAC + 2VAC
28VDC C X 28VDC + lVDC NA
+SVDC Q E +5VDC + 0.15VDC 50 MV
-5VDC Y E -5VDC + 0.15VDC 50 MV
+15VDC P E +15VDC + 0.23VDC 50 MV
. -15VDC D E- -15VDC + 0.23VDC 50 MN
+30VTDC N E +30VDC + 0.9VDC 50 14V
+100VDC T E +100VDC + 3VDC 500 MV
+150VDC U .- . E +15OVDC + 4.5VDC 500 MV
4.2 Indicator Tests - With the FCR in MSL Mode, perform the 
visual observa-
tion tests of this paragraph. .
4.2.1 Using the Display Test Template, verify that each segment of the 
Artificial
Horizon Line is greater than 0.630" and less than 0.770". Verify the separation
between the segnents. s greater than 0.630" and less than 0.770". Record.
4.2.2 Using the Display Test Template, verify that the Tilt Cursor length is
less than 0.280" and greater than 0.220". Record.
4.2.3 Using the Display Test Template, verify the length of the B Sweep is
less than 3.420" and greater than 3.320". Record.
4.2.4 Press the STB Advisory Light Test and observe the following FCR
Indicator lights illuminate: Fail, Lock-on, In-Range, Excess G, 5 Mile, .10 Mile, and
20 Mile. Record.
4.2.4.1 Place the IN-RANGE switch on -the STB in the UP position, observe the
IN-RANGE light on the Indicator is illuminated. Record. Turn the switch 
to the DO N
position.
4.2.4.2 Place the BREAKAWAY switch on the STB in the UP position, observe
the IN-RANGE light on the Indicator is flashing. Record., Return the switch to the
DOWN position.
4.2.4.3 Place the EXCESS G's switch on the STB in the UP position, observe
the EXCESS G's light on the Indicator is illuminated. Record. Return the switch to the
DOWN position.
4.2.5 ° Vary the CURSOR Control on the Indicator front panel and observe that
the intensity of the Horizon Line and Tilt Cursor vary. Record.
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4.2.6 Vary the BRIGHTNESS control on the Indicator front panel from
minimum to maximum and observe that DVST brightness varies.
4.2. 7 Press the ACQ button on the Set Control.' Observe the Range Gate
sweeping from minimum to maximum range on the Indicator DVST. Vary the PER control
on the Indicator front panel from minimum and maximum and observe that the persistance
of the range sweep varies and increases with CW rotation of the PER control. Record.
Press RESUME SEARCH button on the Set Control.
4.2.8 Vary the SCALE Control on the Indicator front panel and observe that
the brightness of the edge lighted overlay varies. Record.
4.2.9 With the STB Pitch Control set for 0 degrees, and the STB Roll Control
set for 0 degree, position the Artificial Horizon Line to 0 degree of Pitch on the
Indicator display by adjusting the PITCH Control on the Indicator. Simulate +30 +3
degrees of A/C Roll Angle by the STB Roll Control and verify by visual observation
that the Artificial Horizon Line on the Indicator is indicating a roll angle of +30
degrees. Record verification. Return STB simulated roll angle to 0 degrees and verify
by visual observation that the Artificial Horizon on Indicator is indicating a roll
angle of 0+20. Record.
4.2.9.1 Pitch Zero - With the STB roll angle set for zero degrees and the STB
Pitch angle set for zero degrees, set PITCH Control on Indicator to its zero mark and
visually observe the Artificial Horizon Line on the Indicator is displayed at 0 +2.
Record.
4.2.9.2 Pitch Trim - With the STB Roll Control set to 0 degree and ST3 Pitch
Control set to +20 degrees, verify the Indicator PITCH Control can be adjusted to position
the Artificial Horizon Line to 0 degrees of Pitch Angle displayed on the Indicator.
Record verification.
4.2.9.3 Set the STB PITCH Control to -20 degrees (+340*) and verify the
Indicator PITCH Control can be adjusted to position the Artificial Horizon Line to 0
degrees of Pitch Angle displayed on the Indicator. Record verification. Return STB
Pitch Control to 0 degrees.
4.2.10 -Rotate the VIDEO control on the Indicator fully CCW to fully CW.
Observe that there is no objectionable spoking on the "B" scan. Record.
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4.3 Antenna Positioning Tests
4.3.1 Search Pattern Tests - Connect a 2 channel Brush Recorder to the Test
Breakout Box as shown in Figure 2. Set the Brush Recorder sensitivity to 0.2 volts
per division for the azimuth channel and 0.1 volts per division for the elevation
channel with 0 volts at the center of the trace. Set paper speed to 100 MM per second.
See PITCH Control on STB to 0* . Connect Voltmeter to ANT EL CMD J6-E on Test Connector.
4.3.2 Adjust the ELEV control on the Set Control so the voltmeter reads -0.5VDC
and lower TILT CURSOR is at 0 +2*. Record. Turn on Brush Recorder and leave on sufficient
time to record one full azimuth search frame.
Examine Brush Recording for Azimuth frame time, azimuth coverage, scan rate,
and elevation step. The following information should be observed:
4.3.2.1 Azimuth Frame Time - The azimuth frame time is the time for the azimuth
recorded voltage to repeat a value when reached traveling in the same direction and shall
be less than 2.3 seconds. Record.
4.3.2.2 Azimuth Coverage - The maximum voltage excursions on the azimuth Brush
Recording should be greater than 3.7 volts (18.5 division) each way from center. Record.
4.3.2.3 Scan Rate - Observe the linearity of the search trace between 2 maxi-
mums of opposite polarity on the trace. Draw a straight line between points 90% of the
maximums recorded in 4.3.2.2. Observe that the recorded trace stays within .2 volts
of the straight line. Record.
4.3.2.4. Elevation - The Elevation Brush Recording should be 0 volts +0.2 volts
as the azimuth recording changes from plus to minus voltage and 0.3 +0.1 volts more
negative than the 0 value as the azimuth voltage is changing from minus to plus. Record.
4.3.2.5 Tilt Symbol - Set Elevation Brush recorder sensitivity to .2 volts per
division with 0 volts at center of trace. Set ELEV Control on Set Control for Voltmeter
reading of -9.5VDC and upper TILT CURSOR at 300 up. Turn on Brush Recorder for
sufficient time to see step on Elevation Brush recording. Observe that maximum excursion
from 0 is -2.8 + .26 volts. Record.
4.3.2.6 Repeat 4.3.2.5 with voltmeter reading of +9.5VDC and lower TILT CURSOR
at 300 down. Observe that maximum excursion from 0 is +2.8 + .26 volts. Record.
4.3.2.7 Repeat 4.3.2.5 with ELEV control positioned for antenna maximum down.
Observe that maximum excursion is +2.8 volts or greater. Record.
4.3.2.8 Repeat 4.3.2.5 with ELEV control positioned for antenna maximum up.
Observe that maximum excursion is -4 volts or greater. Record.
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4.3.3 Stabilization - Set the ELEV control on the Set Control so the
lower TILT CURSOR is at 00. Set the ROLL control on the STB to 900.
Set Brush Recorder sensitivities to 0.2 volts per division on Elevation
Channel and 0.1 volts per division on the Azimuth Channel with 0 volts at center.
Turn on Brush Recorder long enough to observe a complete search frame on
the Elevation Channel. Examine Brush Recording.
4.3.3.1 The Elevation recording should reach maximum excursion of at
least plus 2.8 volts (14 div.) and minus 3.6 Volts (18 div).
4.3.3.2 The Azimuth recording should show a step of 0.3 + 0.1 volts.
Record. Return Roll to 00.
4.3.4 Missile Stow - Set Brush Recorder sensitivity to 0.05 volt per division,
both channels with 0 at center. Set paper speed to 10 MM per second.
Press ACQ button on Set Control. Turn on Brush Recorder for approximately
1 second.
Press DOGFIGHT button on STB. Turn on Brush Recorder for approximately
1 second.
4.3.4.1 Examine Brush Recordings. In Missile Acquisition (ACQ button pressed)
both Azimuth and Elevation traces should be 0 + 0.05 volt. Record.
4.3.4.2 Brush Recording after DOGFIGHT was pressed should show: Azimuth
0 + 0.05 volt and elevation + 0.44 + 0.07 volt. Record.
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4.4 R.F. Output Tests
To perform the following RF Output Tests:
Frequency
Pulse Width
Power
PRF
connect the System Test Bench, Fire Control Radar and Standard Test Equipment according
to Figure 3 (A) or (B) as stated in each specific test. Place the FCR in Operate,
Search Mode and wait for transmitter to time out as indicated by the red Transmit
Ready Light located on the STB. Turn Transmitter ON. Adjust oscilloscope to view
RF pulse on the output of the crystal detector.
4.4.1 Frequency/PV/PRF 
- Use Figure 3 (A) for set up. Measure microwavefrequency of 9.3 GHz + 50 MHz. Frequency is measured by adjusting frequency meter topoint where a dip in the amplitude of the detected RF pulse is noticed on Oscilloscope.
Record frequency. Detune Frequency Meter setting so the detected RF pulse is notdistorted. Measure and record RF pulse width at the 0.707 points. Measure and record
System PRF as indicated on Electronic Counter connected to J6-- System Sync. Turntransmitter OFF. Pulse width should be 0.4 usec + 0.04 u sec. PRF should be 2500 +
175 PPS.
4.4.2 Power - Use Figure 3 (B) for set up. With the power meter on and zero
set adjustment complete, set sensitivity switch to medium and range select to -10 D3M.Turn transmitter on and allow power meter to reach a steady reading. Measure RF
power taking into account system test coupler plus cable and attenuator losses. Turntransmitter off. Average RF power = Power meter reading + coupler + attenuator + cableloss. Average power must be greater than +46.6 DBM.
4.4.3 Spectrum - Record Transmitter sidelobe levels at 9.15 GHz, 9.3 GHz, and
9.45 GHz from LRU test data sheets, para. 4.2.7 of Emerson QAS No. F5E-400-13.
4.4.4 Record Pulsewidth and RF power at 9.15GHz and 9.45 GHz from LRU testdata sheets, para. 4.2.6 of Emerson QAS No. F5E-400-13.
4.4.5 AFC Tracking Test - Connect the FLUKE voltmeter to J6-D with J7-E
as return. AFC voltage should read -4.5 + 0.5 VDC. Record.
NOTE: The transmitter must be on at least 15 minutes before measurement.
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4.5 DELETED
4.6 Target Tests - For the following Receiver input port tests connect the
STB and FCR according to Figure 5.
MDS
Lock-on
CAUTION: DO NOT TRANSMIT AT ANY TIME DURING THIS SEQUENCE OF TESTS. Damage to the
test equipment is possible. With STB transmitter Interlock Switch in OFF position,
FCR in the operate, search mode.
4.6.1 MDS Measurement 
- Set output attenuator on H.P. 620 for -80 dBMpower level and vary frequency of generator around 9.3 GHz to locate the system L.O.frequency and produce a simulated target on the scope. Peak frequency and settarget range at approximately 8 miles. Switch H.P. 620 to CW and zero power setthen back to internal pulse. Set the H.P. 620 pulse width to obtain a 0.4 + 0.1 usectarget pulse at the output of H.P. 620. Reduce target power with calibrated output
attenuator and vary target in range until it is just discernible in the receiver
noise displayed on the scope. Record attenuator setting in dBM down from 0 DBM
and add loss of isolator, directional coupler and RF cables for MDS. MDS shall be
at least -97 dBM. Adjust video control for optiumu noise point in the 8 to 10 NM
range on the indicator display. Vary target power with calibrated output until a
minimum detectable signal is observed on the display. Record attenuator settingin dBM down from 0 dBM and add loss of isolatorcoupler, and cables. The reading
should be at least -99 dBM.
4.6.1.1 Lock-On 
- Place the FCR in the missile mode (press and release ACQbutton on Set Control). Slowly increase target strength with the H.P. 620 power
attenuator until lock-on is obtained. Observe that lock-on occurs 5 + 2 dB above theindicator display MDS measurement.
4.6.2 Dynamic Range - Record dynamic range from LRU test data sheet, para. 4.6.1of Emerson QAS No. F5E-400-13.
4.6.3 Video Clipping 
- Press resume search button on Set Control. Turn thevideo control full CCW. Increase the target strength until an MDS target is again seen
on the Indicator display.
4.6.4 DFLETED
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4.6.4.2 DF Lock-On - Momentarily press the DOGFIGHT button on STB. Observe
that Lock-on occurs at following signal levels above display MDS measured in 4.6.1.
RANGE (FT) SIGNAL LEVEL
5,000 26 + 5 dB
3,000 31 + 3 dB
NOTE: For all following tests, target level must be set above MDS or lock-on
level at each test range depending on the purpose of the test.
4.6.5 Range - Initial Conditions 
- Select the 5 mile range scale located onthe System Set control and simulate a radar target at 24,304 feet by dialing into
Rutherford Simulator.
4.6.5.1 5 Mile Check - Observe the five mile range light on Indicator Displayis illuminated. Record. Observe the 24,304 ft. target is displayed at the fourth
bar from the bottom or 4 mile line + .2 inches. Record.
4.6.5.2 10 Mile Check - Select the 10 mile range scale on System Set Control
and observe the 10 mile range light on the Indicator is illuminated. Record. Observethe 24,304 foot target is displayed on the Indicator at the second bar from the bottom
or 4 mile line + .2 inches. Record.
4.6.5.3 20 Mile Check - Select the 20 mile range scale on the System SetControl and observe the 20 mile range light on the Indi'cator is illuminated. Record.
Observe the 24,304 foot target is displayed at the first bar from the bottom or 4
mile line + .2 inches. Record.
4.6.6 Display Linearity 
- For this -test two range checks will be made atdifference ranges for each FCR range scale. 
-..
4.6.6.1 Set the RAINGE switch on the Set Control to 5. Set RANGE switch on theDynamic Range Generator so that the target is aligned with the 1 mile line on the DVST scale
Increase the Dynamic Range Generator RANGE by 18,228 ft. The target should appear within
0.135 inches of the 4 mile line on the DVST scale. Record.
4.6.6.2 Set the RANGE switch on the Set Control to 10. Set the RANGE switches or
the Dynamic Range Generator so that the target is aligned with the 2 mile line on the DVST
scale. Increase the Dynamic Range Generator RANGE by 36456 ft. The target should appearithin +0.135 inches of the 8 mile line on the DVST scale. Record.
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4.6.6.3 Set the RANGE switch on the Set Control to 20. Set the RANGE switches on
the Dynamic Range Generator so that the target is aligned with the 4 mile line on the DVST
scale. Increase the Dynamic Range Generator RA1NGE by 72912 ft. The target should appear
within +0.135 inches of the 16 mile line on the DVST scale. Record.
4.6.7 Jizzled Sweep - Set Dynamic Range Generator to 10,000 ft. Press reset on
Dynamic Range Generator. Pres! and hold the ACQUISITION button on the Set Control. Observe
the track gate sweeping from minimum to maximum range on the Indicator, and the Range Sweep
Offset to the left and jizzled.
4.6.7.1 Release the ACQUISITION button and observe the track gate after lock-on.
The track gate is displayed as two horizontal bars, one on each side of the jizzled sweep.
Using the display test template, verify that the length of each bar is 0.125 +.062 inches.
4.6.7.2 Using the display test template, verify that the width of the jizzled
sweep is 0.4 + 0.1 inches.
4.6.7.3 Using the display test template, verify that the centerof the jizzled
sweep is left 0.80 + 0.13 inches.
4.6.8 Range Accuracy - Verify that the FCR will generate range voltages that
are in tolerance for all specified ranges using a simulated target outlined in the
following table. Press the FCR ACQ switch and lock-on to the simulated target at the
following ranges and record the range voltage as monitored on the STB A/C Simulator
using the Fluke 887A voltmeter.
NOTE: Verify zero range alignment as set up prior to Para. 4.6.5. Due to
transmitter/receiver T/R*limiter decay time, considerably higher target
amplitudes may be required for lock-on at 600 feet.
Simulated Target Range Voltage
Range to be measured
600 feet 0.6 + 0.050 VDC
1,000 feet 1.0 + 0.050 VDC
2,000 feet 2.0 + 0.050 VDC
3,000 feet 3.0 + 0.060 VDC
7,500 feet 7.5 + 0.150 VDC
15,000 feet 15.0 + 0.300 VDC
30,000 feet 30.0 + 0.600 VDC
60,000 feet 60.0 + 1.200 VDC
4.6.9 Range Rate Accuracy - Verify that the FCR will generate range rate voltages
that are in tolerance for all specified range rates using a simulated target outlined in
the table below. Set Rutherford simulator to sweep in from 60,000 feet to 500 feet for all
closing runs and 500 feet to 60,000 feet sweep out for the last opening run. Press the
FCR ACQ switch and lock on to the simulated target and start sweep on Rutherford. Record
the Range rate for each simulated target rate as monitored on the STB A/C Simulator
using the Fluke 887A voltmeter.
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Simulated Target Range Rate Voltage
Rate to be Measured
0 Rate +0.0 + 0.050 VDC
Closing 1000 Ft/Sec +5.0 + 0.150 VDC
Closing 2000 Ft/Sec +10.0 T 0.300 VDC
Closing 3000 Ft/Sec +15.0 + 0.450 VDC
Opening 1000 Ft/Sec -5.0 + 0.150 VDC
4.6.10 Memory - Verify that the FCR range rate memory mode will maintain the
system in a "Lock-On" configuration with a constant target range rate and the range
changing at that rate for 1.75 + 0.1 seconds after target detection has been lost using
the following procedure.
Set- the Dynamic Range Generator RANGE for 10000 ft DECR, stop run to 1000 ft, velocity to
600/Ft/Sec, acceleration to 0. Set the Brush Recorder for 100 ItM/Sec, Channel A
sensitivity to 0.2 volts/division and Channel B sensitivity to 0.2 volts/division.
Connect Channel A onput to the Range test jack J6-1 AND Channel B to fade jack
on Dynamic Range Generator. Lock the FCR.onto the target in the Missile mode.
Turn on the Brush Recorder. Press START button on the Dynamic Range Generator. Set
ZERO adjust on Channel A so trace is near left side. Depress and hold fade button on
Dynamic Range Generator. * After about 3 seconds turn off Brush Recorder. Examine Brush
recording. Observe Channel A voltage at start of trace when Channel B shows approximately
0 volts. Observe Channel A when Channel B voltage increases. Channel A voltage should
continue at a constant rate for 1.75 + 0.1 seconds after Channel B voltage increases.
Record time from start of Channel B increases to time Channel A voltage sweeps to left
on recorder.
4.6.10.1 Press RESET button on Dynamic Range Generator. With Brush Recorder set
as in previous test and FCR lock on target, turn on Brush Recorder and press START
button on Range Generator. After S3 seconds, depress fade button on Dynamic Target
Generator for approximately 1 second then release. Turn off Brush Recorder. Observe
that Channel A trace stayed constant with + 1 division during and after time Channel B
trace went from 0 volts to -5 and back to 0 volts. Record.
4.6.11 Set'range on dynamic range simulator to 7000 ft. Automatic Range
Acquisition 
- Press DOGFIGHT button on STB. Set brush recorder chart speed to 200 IM/
SEC. Allow recorder to run for approximately 1 second. Observe time for trace to run
from minimum range (Right side of trace) to maximum dogfight range (left side of trace).
4.6.11.1 Leave Brush Recorder settings as in last step. Adjust Pen Position to
center of trace. Connect Channel B to test connector J7-E (target lock-on). Set Range
control on Dynamic Range Generator to 1000 ft. Set 620 Signal generator output to -25dbm.
Press Resume Search button on Set Control. Turn on Brush Recorder. After approximately
1 second depress Dogfight button on STB. When Lock-On light on Indicator illuminates,
turn off Brush Recorder. Examine Brush recording. Observe time from where Channel A stops
strobing to time where Channel B goes to -s5 volts. Record sum of above 2 tests to be
less than .5 seconds.
4.6.12 Mode Tests - Press the RESUME SEARCH button on the Set Control.
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4.6.12.1 Place the AA (Guns)7hSL switch on the STB to MSL. Set the RA -'C
on the CMC Range Generator to 6000 ft. Press and release the ACQ button on the 
SET CNT?L.
observe the LOCK-ON light on the Indicator is lighted. Observe the 10 mile range 
light
on the Indicator is illuminated. Set the Range switch on Set Control to 5. Observe the
5 mile range light on Indicator is illuminated. Return Range 
switch to 20. Turn on Brush
Recorder and zero channels A and B. Connect Channel A to J6-A, Azimuth 
Position and,
Channel B to J6-B, Elevation Position. Set Channels A and B sensitivity 
to 50 MV/Division.
Observe that the Antenna Position signals are centered about 0 + 50 MV and the peak-to-pea.
reading of the elevation signal is 455 + 45 MV and the Azimuth signal 
is 376 + 38 IV.
Record.
4.6.12.2 Place the AA (GUNS)/MSL switch on the STB to AA(BUNS). Observe that
the LOCK-ON light extinguished and the range gate is strobing out on the 
Indicator DVST.
Observe that the 5 Mile Range light on the Indicator is illuminated. Record.
4.6.12.3 Set the CM Range Generator RANGE to 5200 ft. Observe that the LOCK-C;
light on the Indicator illuminates. Record.
4.6.12.4 Place the AA(GUNS)/M1SL switch on the STB to MSL. Observe that 
the
LOCK-ON light remains illuminated and the AIM BAR is present on 
the Indicator. Record.
4.6.12.5 Set the CMC Range Generator RANGE to 70000 ft. DECR, STOP 
RUN to
1000 ft, velocity to 1000 ft/sec, accelerate to 0. Press and release 
the ACQ button on
the Set Control. Observe that the Range Gate is strobing out on 
the Indicator DVST.
Record.
4.6.12.6 Place the AA(GUNS)/MSL switch on the STB to AA(GUNS). Observe that
the Range Gate is strobing out on the Indicator DVST.
4.6.12.7 Place the AA(GUNS)/MSL switch on the STB to MSL. Observe the Range
Gate strobing out on the Indicator. Record.
4.6.12.8 Press the DOGFIGHT button on the STB. Observe the 5 mile 
light is
illuminated and the Range Gate is strobing out. Record.
4.6.12.9 Press the ACQ button on the Set Control and observe that nothing
changes. Record.
4.6.12.10 Press the RESUME SEARCH button on the Set Control. Observe the 
B SC.-N;
on the Indicator DVST. Record.
4.6.12.11 Press the START BUTTON on the Range Generator. Press the ACQ button
on the Set Control and observe that the FCR locks on to the target. Record.
4.6.12.12 Press and hold the ACQ button on the Set Control. Observe that the
range gate breaks lock-on and starts strobing outward from the target to the 
maximum range.
Release the ACQ button and observe that the FCR locks on to the target. Record. Press 
and
hold FADE bUtton on Dynamic Range Generator. Observe that FCR breaks lock-on and range
:sweep returns to minimum range and sweeps outward to maximum range.
4.6.12.1, Press the DOGFIGHT button on the STB. Observe that lock on is broken
the Range Gate is strobing out from minimum range to about 1 mile. Observe that 
as the
target range decreases below one mile, lock on is automatic. 
Record.
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4.6.12.-14 Press the DOGFIGHT button on the STB. Observe that lock on is broken,
the Range Gate strobes out to about 1 mile, starts at minimum range, and reacquires the
target. Record.
4.6.12.15 Press the ACQ button on the Set Control. Observe that lock on isbroken, the Range Gate strobes out to about 1 mile, starts at minimum range, and reacquires,
the target. Record.
4.6.12.16 Press the RESIUME SEARCH button on the Set Control. Place the AA(GUNS/PSL
switch on the STB to AA(GUNS). Press the ACQ button on the Set Control. Observe that the
FCR is locked on to the target. Record.
4.6.12.17 Press the ACQ button on the Set Control. Observe that lock on is
broken, the Range Gate strobes out to about 1 mile, restrobes at minimum range, and
reaquires the target. Record.
4.6.12.18 Press the DOGFIGHT button on the STB. Observe that lock on continues.Record.
4.6.12.19 Press the DOGFIGHT button on the STB. Observe that lock on is broken,
the RANGE GATE strobes out to about 1 mile, starts at minimum range, and reacquires thetarget. Record.
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4.6.12.20 Press the RESU'v! S!EARCH1 button on the Set Control. Place the lODE
switch on the Set Control to STeY. Observe no target video on the Indicator DVST. Record.
4.6.12.21 Press the DOCFIGI1T button on the STB. Observe 'that target video
reappears and the FCR locks on to the target. Record.
4.6.12.22 Press the RESUME SEARCH button. Observe that target video disappears
and the antenna is pointed approximately straight ahead. Record.
4.6.13 Place the ',ODE switch on the Set Control in MSL . Place the AA(GU1NS)/SL
switch on the STB in ISL. Press and release the ACQ button on the Set Control. After
lockon, observe that the AIM BAR is inside the scribed circle on the center of the
Indicator DVST and approximately 0.1 inches down. Record.
4.6.13.1 Place the WING TWIST switch on the ST. up. Connect the FLUKE 887 meter
to the WING TWIqST jacks on the STB. Adjust the WING TWIST control for +5 volts. Observe
that the AIM BAR is 0.9" + 0.2" up from center. Record.
4.6.13.2 Adjust the WING TWIST control for -5 volts. Observe that the AIM BAR
is 1.1" + 0.2" down from center. Record.
4.6.13.3 For this test turn transmitter off and switch H.P. 620 output pulse to
OFF. Connect the Boresight Steering Simulator as outlined in Figure 6. Disconnect
Pulse Generator, Range Generator, and RF Generator. Adjust the range of the target
displayed on the indicator for 5 miles with the FCR RANGE in the 10 mile range select
position. Press the ACQ switch to place the FCR in the Missile Node. Verify the range
gate is locked onto the 5 mile target. Observe on the Indicator that the TILT CURSOR
disappears and the AIM BAR is present. Verify the EL Phase control on Boresight
Steering simulator positions the AIM BAR in the elevation axis about the foresight
Steering Circle. Record.
Verify the AZ Phase control on the Boresight Steering simulator positions the AIM BAR
along the azimuth axis about the Boresight Steering Circle. Record., Press RESULME SEARCH.
4.6.13.4 Artificial Horizon and Tilt Cursor.
4.6.13.4.1 Set roll on the STB to 00 and EL control on set control to 00 EL.
Set pitch control on STB to +200 and observe that the artificial horizon is at -200 on
Indicator. Record.
4.6.13.4.2 Set pitch control on STB to -200 and observe that artificial
horizon is at +200 on Indicator. Record.
4.6.13.4.3 Set roll to +300 and pitch to +200 on STB. Observe that the
artificial horizon -(center) is down 200 on Indicator and rolled 300 CCW.
4.6.13.4.4 Observe that the tilt cursor (center) is down 17.30 on Indicator.
4.6.13.4.5 Set Roll to -300 and pitch to -200 on the STB. Observe that the
artificial horizon (center) is up at +200 and rolled.300 CP on Indicator.
4.6.13.4.6 Observe that the tilt cursor (center) is up 17.30 on the Indicator.
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4.7 Disconnect all standard-test equipment from system. BIT sequence - With
the FCR in the OPERIATE mode and transmitter ON, observe that the fail light from the
indicator is not illuminated. Record.
4.7.1 Place the MODE Switch on the Set Control in the TEST position. Rotate
the ELEV control on the Set Control so the TILT CURSOR is: up about 200. Press and hold
the ACQ button on the Set Control. Observe that the TILT CURSOR moves to approximately
0 . Record. Measure Position Voltage at J6-B for -3V + .3V. Record. Disconnect test
connector breakout box 633224.
4.7.2 Release the ACQ button. Observe that the tracking gate strobes out onthe INDICATOR DVST and locks on to the BIT target. the LOCK-ON light on the Indicator
should be illuminated and the FAIL light not illuminated. Record.
4.7.3 Place the MOD switch to I1SL. Set the AA(GUNS)/MSL Switch on the STB
to AA(GUNS). Place the MODE Switch to TEST. Observe that the TILT CURSOR is down
approximately five degrees.
4.7.4 Press the DOGFIGHT button on the STB. Observe that the TILT CURSOR isup about 200. Observe that the tracking gate is strobing out on the Indicator DVST.Record.
4.7.5 Place the MODE switch on the Set Control to OFF.
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4.8 Angle Lock-On Tests
4.8.1 Transmitter Interlock Tests - Connect Recorder as shown in Figure 2.
Connect flexible waveguide between transmitter LRU and Antenna LRU. Remove 8 ft.
cable between Processor J4 and Receiver/Transmitter J-1 and install 50 ft. cable.
4.8.1.1 Place TX switch on aircraft simulator to normal. Place FCR mode control
switch to STBY. Adjust tilt cursor to 00. After 5 minutes place mode switch
to OPER. Note that ground return appears on Indicator along with cursors.
4.8.1.2 Place TX switch to OFF. Verify FAIL light illuminates on Indicator
and Video and cursor disappear
4.8.1.3 Place TX switch to ON. Verify that after approximately 30 seconds,
Indicator returns to Normal.
4.8.2 Angle Outputs - Connect Voltmeter to A on simulator.
4.8.2.1 Lock on to a target of opportunity.
4.8.2.2 Record Az position and measure (A) on Fluke for at least two
readings at positive angles and two readings at negative angles. (Az position
determined from center of Brush trace, DC + 6 Hz signal with scale factor of
-0.093 VDC/degree)
4.8.2.3 Determine best straight line through data points and record angle
output scale factor.
4.8.2.4 Connect voltmeter to El position (E) on simulator.
4.8.2.5 Repeat 4.8.2.2 above for Elevation.
4.8.2.6 Repeat 4.8.2.3 above for Elevation.
4.8.3 Squint Angle - Acquire a target near 00, 00.
Record amplitude of 6 Hz signals on J6-A and J6-B. Signals shall be
approximately 900 out of phase.
4.8.4 Connect recorder channel A to Az rate output (A) on Aircraft
simulator and Channel B to El rate output (E). Turn on rate table to maximum
rate. Verify azimuth output approximately 2 VDC in both directions (+ DC for
Right Azimuth Motion).
4.8.5 Repeat for El, but inject rate by moving table frame up and down.
(+DC for up Antenna Motion).
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4.9 MODE Tests
4.9.1 Turn the mode switch on the Set Control to OPER, and the Range
switch to 5 NM. Momentarily depress the Resume Search button. Verify that the
ACQ symbol is stowed on the display at approximately on half the height of the
display and half the distance to the left.
4.9.2 Using the thumb-controlled TDC on the Set Control, move the ACQ
symbol away from the stowed position. Momentarily depress Resume Search button
on RSC and verify ACQ symbol is again located in the stowed position.
4.9.3 With the TDC again position the ACQ symbol at zero degrees azimuth
and maximum visible range on the display. Switch Range switch to 10 NM. Verify
that symbol is at vertically the same position on the display. Switch to 20 NM.
Verify that symbol is now approximately at the center of the display.
4.9.4 Position the ACQ symbol at minimum range. Verify no change in
position of the symbol as a function of the range selected.
4.9.5 Position the ACQ symbol half-way up the display and at maximum left
azimuth on the display. Verify that the symbol is still visible on the display.
Repeat test for maximum right azimuth.
4.9.6 Depress.and hold ACQ button. Position the ACQ symbol in azimuth
verify that antenna is positionable over entrie azimuth range and follows ACQ
symbol position. Also verify that video is always displayed between the two
ACQ symbol vertical bars.
4.9.7 Release ACQ button and momentarily depress.Resume Search button.
4.9.8 Connect voltmeter across Range (R) and Range Return (RTN) test
jacks on Simulator panel. Place system in 5 NM range mode. Set Meter to 'L"DC".
4.9.9 Depress and hold ACQ button. Position ACQ symbol to obtain following
positions. At each point record voltage at 5 NM range and switch to "10 NM" range
mode and record voltmeter reading.
4.9.9.1 Ist Range Line on Overlay
4.9.9.2 2nd Range Line on Overlay
4.9.9.3 3rd Range Line on Overlay
4.9.9.4 4th Range Line on Overlay
4.9.9.5 Top of Display
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4.9.10 Release ACQ button and momentarily depress Resume Search Button.
Connect oscilloscope to Range (R) and range return (RTN) on simulator panel.
Switch Set Control to 5 NM range.
4.9.11 Set oscilloscope for "AC". Using middle finger, depress and hold
ACQ button. Measure the peak-to-peak dither on the range voltage.
4.9.12 While holding ACQ button, switch to 10 NM. Measure the dither voltage
peak-to-peak, at the same positions on display as before.
4.9.13 Turn transmitter switch to "ON". Lock onto target of opportunity
by depressing ACQ button and positioning ACQ symbols over target and release
ACQ button. Verify Aim Bar follows target.
4.9.13.1 Release ACQ button and momentarily depress Resume Search button.
4.9.14 BST Operation
4.9.14.1 Place mode switch on Set Control to BST. Verify ACQ symbol
disappears from indicator display.
4.9.14.2 Depress and hold ACQ button. Verify that acquisition display
is identical to MSL acquisition display.
4.9.14.3 Release ACQ button and verify system reverts to MSL ACQ mode
and display.
4.9.14.4 Momentarily depress Resume Search button on RSC. Again depress
and hold ACQ button. Verify that with RSC range switch in 5 NM, the 5 NM light
is illuminated on Indicator,.and with switch in 10 NM or 20 NM, the 10 NM light
is illuminated.
4.9.14.5 Lock-on to a target of opportunity by releasing ACQ button.
Verify a lock-on display identical to that obtained in MSL.
4.9.15 OPER Tests
4.9.15.1 Momentarily depress Resume Search button on RSC. Verify ACQ symbol
on Indicator display in stowed position.
4.9.15.2 Using thumb-controlled TDC, place ACQ symbol around a target of
opportunity.
4.9.15.3 Depress and hold ACQ button. Verify that antenna is searching
in azimuth the area inside the ACQ symbol on the video with target displayed
inside the symbol bars.
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4.9.15.4 Release ACQ button. Verify that system locks-on to target.
Lock-on display should be identical to MSL lock-on display.
4.9.15.5 Depress and hold. ACQ button. Antenna should return to two-bar
scan within the ACQ symbol at previous position before lock-on. Target should
still be visible in ACQ symbol.
4.9.15.6 Release ACQ button and verify system reacquires target. Turn
VIDEO control on Indicator fully CCW. Verify that after approximately 1.7 seconds
system reverts to Search Mode.
4.9.15.7 Using ACQ symbol and button, reacquire a target of opportunity.
After target acquisition, momentarily depress DOGFIGHT button on simulator panel.
Verify system reverts to DOGFIGHT display and mode.
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4.10 Angle Rate Tests
4.10.1 Gyro Outputs - Connect recorder Channel A to J6-U. Place Mode
select switch to OPER and momentarily depress Resume Search. Connect recorder
channel B to J6-R. Adjust tilt cursor to 0O and pitch on simulator to 00.
4.10.2 Record steady state DC output of Channel A (Do not include
turn-around rates)
4.10.3 Adjust Roll to 900 on simulator. Record steady state DC output
of Channel B (Do not include turn-around rates)
4.10.4 Stabilization Tests - Adjust Roll to 00 on simulator. Connect
recorder channel A to J7-DD and Channel B to J7-EE - lock-on to a target of
opportunity near center of display in azimuth.
4.10.5 Turn on Rate Table to minimum rate. Record maximum steady state
DC voltage on Channel A of Recorder.
4.10.6 Turn Rate Table OFF. Move table in elevationby raising and lowering
rear of table. Record maximum steady state DC voltage on Channel B of Recorder.
4.10.7 Turn system to OFF.
4.11 Boresight Tests
4.11.1 Tracking Accuracy - Set up system in Anechoic Chamber as shown in
Figure 5. Do not install antenna on holding fixture. Do not connect RF output 
of
signal generator to R/T LRU.
4.11.2 Connect Recorder Channel A to Test Jack A on simulator and Channel B to
test jack E on simulator.
4.11.2.1 Connect output of 620 Signal Generator to standard gain horn.
4.11.2.2 Place standard gain horn, on holding fixture 250 inches from antenna
holding fixture.
4.11.3 Align target horn to pedestal with boresight scope at center of
four antenna attaching points on holding fixture.
4.11.3.1 Attach antenna LRU to holding fixture. Remove antenna reflector and
feed. Insert holding pins (.1875 dia. pins) in az and el gimbals.
4.11.3.2 Measure alignment difference between center of gimbal waveguide output
and target. Record (0.25 inches at target equals 1 milliradian).
4.11.3.3 Align target horn to waveguide output. Attach reflector and feed
to gimbals. Remove pins.
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4.11.4 Turn TX interlock switch to OFF. Place mode switch to BST, and
Range switch to 10 NM.
4.11.4.1 With oscilloscope connected to receiver output J6-A, adjust
620 signal generator for a target with amplitude greater than -1.5 VDC and range
near 80 microseconds.
4.11.4.2 Depress and release ACQ button to acquire target and lock-on.
Verify lock-on light illuminates.
4.11.4.3 Record A and E outputs on recorder.
4.11.4.4 Connect Recorder Channel A to J7-DD (Az error) and Channel B
(El error) to J7-EE.
4.11.4.5 Record voltages on Channel A and B.
4.11.5 Place Mode Select switch to OFF. Turn all equipment off, and disconnect
system and test equipment.
4.12 Weigh the following components either separately or in combination:
R/T LRU
Processor LRU
Flexguide Assembly
Antenna LRU
Indicator LRU
Set Control LRU
Record total weight
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TEST WITNESS RECORD FOR ACCEPTANCE TEST MODIFIED FOR NASA FIRE CONTROL RADAR.
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5.'0 ATA SHEETS
To be filled in as required by applicable.jaragraphs of Section 4 of these procedures.
TEST E'QUIP:IENT USED.
Instrument MFR I Model Next Calibraticn Due
Dummy Load
Recorder
Electronic Counter
Microwave Amplifier
Spectrum Analyzer
Variable Attenuator
Power Meter
Power Head
Directional Coupler 20 DB
Frequency Meter (X Band)
Detector
Oscilloscope
Pulse Generator
RF Generator
Voltmeter
50 DB Isolator
10 DB Directiit.al Coupler
Dynamic Range SImulator
Target Simulator 633339-1 S/N -
pressure Test Set
System Test Bench
Running Time leter
LRU SIN ATP Start ATP Co7 lete
Processor ..
Ajntenna
Indicator
)MTR/RCVR TOTAL:
XMIT :
Set Control N/A NIA
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4.1.6 Antennl a appro:<;:atecly straight ahead Check
Fail lighL not !Il:minated Check
ART. 110RZ. and TILT CU.SOR displayed Check
XMTR E.F2ADY rine .Seconds
4.1.7 Antenna searchin full azimuth pattern: ec
FAIL light lightcd --
"B" scan displayed: Check
4.1. 8 3-7 Pin J-7 RTN Measured Value Mcasured Ripple
A W 115 + 2 vac vac
B W 115 + 2 vac .vac
V W 115 + 2 vac vac
C X 28 + I vdc vdc
Q E +5 + 0.15 vdc vdc <50 myv Check
Y .E -5 + 0.15 vdc vdc <50 my Check
S . E +15 + 0.23 vdc vdc <50 my Check
D E -15 + 0.23 vdc vdc <50 myv Check
N E +30 + 0.9 vdc vdc <50 my Check
T E +100 + 3 vdc -_ vdc <500 v Check
U E +150 + 4.5 vdc ' vdc <500 my Check
4.2.1 Left Segment: 0.630" < L < 0.770" Check
SSeparation: 0.630" < L < 0.770" Check
Right Segment: 0.630" < L < 0.770" Check
4.2.2 TILT CURSOR length: 0.220" < L <0.280" Check
4.2.3 "B" sweep length: 3.32 < L < 3.42 Check
4.2.4 Light Illuminates
Fail Check
Lock-On Check
In-Range " Check
Excess G's Check
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Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.2.4 Cont. Light ILLUMINATES
5 mile Check
10 mile Check
20 mile Check
4.2.4.1 In-Range Illuminated Check
4.2.4.2 In-Range (flashing) Check
4.2.4.3 Excess G's Check
4.2.5 Art. HORZ. and TILT vary Check
4.2.6 Brightness varies Check
Check
4.2.7 Persistance varies Check
4.2.8 Brightness of overlay varies Check
4.2.9 Observed Roll angle of 30 + 30 Check
Observed Roll angle of 0 + 2* Check
4.2.9.1 Observed Pitch angle of 0* + 20 Check
4.2.9.2 Art. Horz. to 0*
Check
4.2.9.3 Art. HORZ. to 0 CheckCheck
4.2.10 Objectionable spoking not present Check
4.3.2.1 Azimuth frame time: <2.3 seconds Seconds
4.3.2.2 Max. voltage excursions: + Volts
)+ 3.7 volts Volts
4.3.2.3 Recorded trace within 0.2 volts of
straight line Check
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Applicable
\Paragraph Data
4.3.2.4 Elevation recording for azimuth
change from plus to minus: 0 +0.2 volts Volts
minus to plus: 0.3 +0.1 volts Volts
4.3.2. 5 Max. excursion: 
-2.8 +0.26 volts Volts
4.3.2. 6 Max. excursion: +2.8 +0.26 volts Volts
4.3.2. 7 Max. excursion: > +2.8 Volts
4.3.2.12 Max.*excursion: )-4 volts Volts
4.3.3.1 Max. excursions: > 2.8 volts Volts
> -3.6 volts Volts
4.3.3.2 Azimuth recording: 0.3 + 0.1 volts Volts
4.3.4.1 Azimuth recording: 0 + 0.05 volts Volts
Elevation recording: 0 + 0.05 yolts' Volts
4.3.4.2 Azimuth recording: 0 + 0.05 volts Volts
Elevation recording: 0.44 + 0.07 volts Volts
4.4.1 Frequency = 9.3 GHz +.05 GHz GHz
Pulse Width = .4 + .04 usec usec
PRF at J6-c = 2500 + 175 PPS PPS
4.4.2 RF Power> +46.6 DBM DBM
4.4.3 Sidelobe levels >8 DB down, from para.
4.2.7 of QAS No. F5E-400-13
9.15 GHz DB down
9.3 GHz DB down
9.45 GHz DB down
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Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.4.4 From para. 4.2.6 of QAS No. F5E-400-13:
Pulse Width at 9.15 GHz usec
Pulse Width at 9.45 GHz usec
RF Power at 9.15 GHz DBM
RF Power at 9.45 GHz DBM
4.4.5 AFC Voltage at J6-D -4.5 +.5 Volts VDC
4.6.1 Receiver MDS: at least -97 dBM DBM
Indicator MDS: at least 
-99 dBM DBM4.6.1.1 Lock-On 5 + 2 dB above Indicator MDS dB
4.6.2 Dynamic Range, from para. 4.6.1 of
QAS No. F5E-400-13 ( 80 dBM) DBM
4.6.3 Video Control Functional ...... Check
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Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.6.5.1 5 mile Range light illuminated: Check
4 mile target properly displayed (+.2 inches) Check
4.6.5.2 10 mile Range light illuminated: Check
4 mile target properly displayed (+.2 inches) Check
4.6.5.3 20 mile Range light illuminated: Check
4 mile target properly displayed (+.2 inches) Check
4.6.6.1 4 miles + 0.135 inches Inches
4.6.6.2 8 miles + 0.135 inches Inches
4.6.6.3 16 miles + 0.135 inches Inches
4.6.7 Jizzled sweep to left, and track gate
sweeping min. to max range Check
4.6.7.1 Track gate bars each 0.125 +.062 inches
Left bar Inches
Right Bar Inches
4.6.7.2 Jizzled sweep is 0.4 +0.1 inches wide Inches
4.6.7.3 Center of sweep is left 0.80 +0.13 inches Inches
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Applicable
\Paragraph Data
4.6.8 Range Range Voltage
600 ft. 0.6 + 0.05 vdc • _ vdc
1,000 ft. 1.0 + 0.05 vdc vdc
2,000 ft. 2.0 + 0.05 vdc vdc
3,000 ft. 3.0 + 0.06 vdc vdc
7,500 ft. 7.5 + 0.15 vdc vdc
15,000 ft. 15 + 0.3 vdc vdc
30,000 ft. 30 + 0.6 vdc vdc
60,000 ft. 60 + 1.2 vdc vdc
4.6.9 Target Range Rate Voltage
0 ft./sec 0 + 0.05 vdc vdc
closing 1000 ft/sec. +5 + 0.15 vdc vdc
closing 2000 ft/sec. +10 + 0.45 vdc vdc
closing 3000 ft/sec. +15 + 0.45 vdc vdc
opening 1000 ft/sec. -5 + 0.15 VDC vdc
4.6.10 Memory time 1.75 + 0.15 vdc sec
4.6.10.1 Range Rate Voltage Constant Check
4.6.11.1 Time ( .5 sec) Sec
4.6.12.1 Lock-On Light illuminated Check
10 Mile Range light illuminated: Check
5 Mile Range Light illuminated: Check
Az Antenna Position Center 0 + 50mv my
El Antenna Position Center 0 + 50myv my
Az Antenna Peak-to-Peak 376 + 38 my my
El Antenna Peak-to-Peak 455 + 45mv my
4.6.12.2 Lock-On Light extinguishes: Check
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4.6.12.2 cont. Target
Range Gate Strobes Outward: Check
5 Mile Range'Light illuminates: Check
4.6.12.3 Lock-On light illuminates: Check
4.6.12.4 Lock-On light remains illuminated: Check
AIM BAR displayed: Check
4.6.12.5 Range gate strobing outward: Check
4.6.12.6 Range gate strobing outward: Check
4.6.12.7 Range gate strobing outward: Check
4.6.12.8 5 mile light illuminated: Check
Range gate strobing outward: Check
4.6.12.9 No change in conditions: Check
4.6.12.10 "B" scan displayed: Check
4.6.12.11 Lock-On light illuminates: Check
4.6.12.12 Proper strobe and reacquisition observed: Check
No lock-on while held, lock-on when released.
4.6.12.13 Lock-on acquired: Check
4.6.12.14 Lock-On reacquired: Check
4.6.12.15 Lock-On reacquired: Check
4.6.12.16 Lock-On acquired: Check
4.6.12.17 Lock-On reacquired: Check
4.6.12.18 Lock-On continues: Check
4.6.12.19 Lock-On reacquired: Check
4.6.12.20 No target video on Indicator: Check
4.6.12.21 Target video appears: Check
Lock-On acquired: Check
4.6.12.22 Target video disappears: Check
Antenna in proper position: Check
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Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.6.13 AIM BAR in scribed circle Check
4.6.13.1 AIM BAR up .9 + 0.2 inches from center Check
4.6.13.2 AIM BAR down 1.1 + 0.2 inches from center Check
4.6.13.3 Range Gate locked-on 5 mile target: Check
TILT CURSOR disappears Check
AIM BAR present _ Check
E1.Phase control position AIM BAR: Check
AZ. Phase control position AIM BAR: Check
4.6.13.4.1 Artificial Horizon at -20 + 30 Check
4.6.13.4.2 Artificial Horizon at +20 + 30 Che~k
4.6.13.4.3 Artificial Horizon at -20 + 30 Check
Artificial Horizon CCW 30 + 30 Check
4.6.13.4.4 Tilt Cursor at -17.3 + 30 Check
4.6.13.4.5 Artificial Horizon at +20 + 30 Check
Artificial Horizon CW 30 + 3* Check
4.6.13.4.6 Tilt Cursor at +17.3 + 30 Check
4.7 FAIL light OFF Check
4'7.1 TILT CURSOR AT 00 Check
J6-B position voltage -3 + .3V Volts
4.7.2 Lock-On light illuminates Check
FAIL light extinguished Check
4.7.3 TILT CURSOR Down X^5 0  Check
4.7.4 TILT CURSOR up 200 Check
Tracking Gate strobing outward: Check
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5.0 DATA SHEETS
Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.8.1.1 Ground Return Video and Cursors Appear Check
4.8.1.2 Video and Cursors disappear Check
FAIL light ON Check
4.8.1.3 Video and Cursors Appear Check
FAIL light OFF Check
4.8.2.2 Recorder Angle Voltage
#1
#2
#3
#4
4.8.2.3 Angle Scale Factor 0.1 + 0.010 VDC/Degree VDC/Degree
4.8.2.5 #1
#2
#3
#4
4.8.2.6 Angle Scale Factor -0.1 + 0.010 VDC/Degree VDC/Degree
4.8.3 Az (J6A) .233 + .05 VPP VPP
El (J6B) .325 + .05 VPP _ VPP
4.8.4 Az Rate Output Check
4.8.5 El Rate Output Check
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Applicable
Paragraphs Data
4.9.1 Symbols Stowed Check
4.9.2 Symbols Stowed Check
4.9.3 Symbol at same position Check
Symbol at center of display Check
4.9.4 No Change in position Check
4.9.5 Symbol visible at left azimuth Check
Symbol visible at Right Azimuth Check
4.9.6 Antenna positionable Check
Video displayed between symbols Check
4.9.9.1 6.08 + 0.30 VDC VDC
12.16 + 0.6 VDC VDC
4.9.9.2 12.16 + 0.6 VDC
24.32 + 1.2 VDC
4.9.9.3 18.24 + 0.90 VDC
36.48 + 1.8 VDC
4.9.9.4 24.32 + 1.2 VDC
48.64 + 2.4 VDC
4.9.9.5 30.4 + 1.5 VDC
60.8 + 3.0 VDC
4.9.11 3.0 + .3 V Peak-to-Peak VPP
4.9.12 6.0 +.6 V Peak-to-Peak VPP
4.9.13 Aim Bar follows target Check
4.9.14.1 ACQ symbols disappear Check
4.9.14.2 Same as MSL display Check
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Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.9.14.3 MSL ACQ display Check
4.9.14.4 5 NM Light _ Check
10 NM Light Check
10 NM Light Check
4.9.14.5 Lock-On Display Check
4.9.15.1 ACQ symbols stowed Check
4.9.15.3 Video displayed between symbols Check
4.9.15.4 Lock-On Display Check
4.9.15.5 2-Bar Scan Check
Target displayed Check
4.9.15.6 System searches Check
4.9.15.7 System in DOGFIGHT Mode Check
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Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.10.2 2.15 + .45 VDC VDC
4.10.3 2.15 + .45 VDC VDC
4.10.5 Less than 1.0 VDC VDC
4.10.6 Less than 1.0 VDC VDC
4.11.3.2 Reference Only AZ mr
Reference Only EL mr
4.11.4.2 Lock-On Light Check
4.11.4.3 0.050 VDC max AZ VDC
0.050 VDC max EL VDC
4.11.4.4 0.25 VDC max AZ VDC
0.25 VDC max EL VDC
4.12 System Weight less than 125 ibs Ibs
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3.0 TEST CONDITIONS AND EQUIPMENT
Unless specified otherwise, all acceptance testing of the APQ-153 Fire Control
Radar, referred to as the FCR throughout this document, shall be conducted under the
conditions delineated in this paragraph.
3.1 Environment - The acceptance testing of the FCR shall be conducted
at a normal laboratory environment, designated as the Standard Environmental
Conditions and shall be as follows:
Ambient Temperature: 200C to 300C
Barometric Pressure: 28" Hg. to 32" Hg.
Relative Humidity: Up to 90%
3.2 Input Power - The input power for acceptance testing the FCR shall be
termed Standard Input Power and shall be 3 phase, 4 wire wye, 115 + 2 rms,
400 + 5 Hz., 1 -- ,- '- .i m 400 + 5 Hz., 28 + 1 volt dc.
3.3 Reject and Retest - When an item fails compliance with the requirements
of this ATP during acceptance testing, further action shall be in accordance
with Northrop procedures.
3.4 Warm-Up - The FCR shall pass any performance test in this ATP without
requiring a warm-up time in excess of 5 minutes.
3.5 Visual Observation - All visual observation tests of the Indicator LRU
performance shall be made at a distance of approximately 2 feet and an angle of 26*
up from a line perpendicular to the Indicator front panel.
3.6 Unless specified otherwise, all functional performance acceptance testing
of the FCR shall be conducted with all articles of the FCR interconnected with all
articles of the Emerson System Test Bench, or equivalent, according to Figure 1
of this ATP.
3.7 Unless specified otherwise, all FCR acceptance testing shall be conducted
at conditions simulated by tke System.Test Bench as follows:
Aircraft Roll Angle: 00
Aircraft Pitch Angle: 00
Aircraft Wing Twist: 00
3.8 The following Special Test Equipment and Standard Test Equipment shall
be used for AN/APQ-153 Acceptance tests. Standard Test Equipment Articles may be
substituted by articles of equivalent capability and accuracy.
3.8.1 Special Test Equipment -
1 each Display Test Template Emerson Part No. 633332
1-each System Test Bench (STB)
consisting of 1 each of - PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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4.8 Angle Lock-On Tests
4.8.1 Transmitter Interlock Tests - Connect Recorder as shown in Figure 2.
Connect flexible waveguide between transmitter LRU and Antenna LRU. Remove 8 ft.
cable between Processor J4 and Receiver/Transmitter J-1 and install 50 ft. cable.
4.8.1.1 Place TX switch on aircraft simulator to normal. Place FCR mode control
switch to STBY. Adjust tilt cursor to 0O. After 5 minutes place mode switch
to OPER. Note that ground return appears on Indicator along with cursors.
4.8.1.2 Place TX switch to OFF. Verify FAIL light illuminates on Indicator
and Video and cursor disappear
4.8.1.3 Place TX switch to ON. Verify that after approximately 30 seconds,
Indicator returns to Normal.
4.8.2 Angle Outputs - Connect Voltmeter to A on simulator.
4.8.2.1 Lock on to a target of opportunity.
4.8.2.2 Record Az position and measure .(A) on Fluke for at least two
readings at positive angles and two readings at negative angles. (Az position
determined from center of Brush trace, DC + 6 Hz signal with scale factor of
-0.093 VDC/degree)
4.8.2.3 Determine best straight line through data points and record angle
output scale factor.
4.8.2.4 Connect voltmeter to El position (E) on simulator.
4.8.2.5 Repeat 4.8.2.2 above for Elevation.
4.8.2.6 Repeat 4.8.2.3 above for Elevation.
4.8.3 Squint Angle - Acquire a target near 00, 00.
Record amplitude of 6 Hz signals on J6-A and J6-B. Signals shall be
approximately 90* out of phase.
4.1.4 Connect recorder' channel A to Az rate output (A) on Aircraft /
simulator and Channel B to El rate output (E). Turn on rate table to maximum(
rate. Veri fy azimiiuth output approximatcly 2 VDC in both directions (+ DC for
Right Az iltlth Motion) .
4.8. /Repeat foEl, but i'ect rate b oving table frame up and down.
(DC for u Antenna Motion). / /
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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4.9.10 Release ACQ button and momentarily depress Resume Search Button.
Connect oscilloscope to Range (R) and range return (RTN) on simulator panel.
Switch Set Control to 5 NM range.
4.9.11 Set oscilloscope for "AC". Using middle finger, depress and hold
ACQ button. Measure the peak-to-peak dither on the range voltage. Z,. .Z V/
4.9.12 While holding ACQ button, switch to 10 NM. Measure the dither volta e
peak-to-peak, at the same positions on display as before. 
. 2 I . ' P-
4.9.13 Turn transmitter switch to "ON". Lock onto target of opportunity
by depressing ACQ button and positioning ACQ symbols over target and 
release
ACQ button. Verify Aim Bar follows target.
4.9.13.1 Release ACQ button and momentarily depress Resume Search button.
4.9.14 BST Operation
4.9.14.1 Place mode switch on Set Control to BST. Verify ACQ symbol
disappears from indicator display.
4.9.14.2 Depress and hold ACQ button. Verify that acquisition display
is identical to MSL acquisition display.
4.9.14.3 Release ACQ button and verify system reverts to MSL ACQ mode
and display.
4.9.14.4 Momentarily depress Resume Search button on RSC. Again depress
and hold ACQ button. Verify that with RSC range switch in 5 NM, the 5 NM light
is illuminated on Indicator, and with switch in 10 NM or 20 NM, the 10 NM light
is illuminated.
4.9.14.5 Lock-on to a target of opportunity by releasing ACQ button.
Verify a lock-on display iddntical to that obtained in MSL.
4.9.15 OPER Tests
4.9.15.1 Momentarily depress Resume Search button on RSC. Verify ACQ symbol.
on Indicator display in stowcd position.
4.9.15.2 Using thumb-controlled TDC, place ACQ symbol around a target of
opportulnity.
4.9.15.3 Depress and hold ACQ button. Verify that antenna is searching
in azimuth the area inside the ACQ symbol on the video with target displayed
inside the symbol bars.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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4.10 Angle Rate Tests
4.10.1 Gyro Outputs - Connect recorder Channel A 
to J6-U. Place Mode
select switch to OPER and momentarily depress Resume 
Search. Connect recorder
channel B to J6-R. Adjust tilt cursor to On and pitch on simulator 
to 00.
4.10.2 Record steady state DC output of Channel 
A (Do not include
turn-around rates) I, !- 3 V DC
4.10.3 Adjust Roll to 90* on simulator. Record steady state DC output
of Channel B (Do not include turn-around rates) /,S$. ± 
°  VOC
4.10.4 Stabilization Tests - Adjust Roll to 0 on simulator. 
Connect
recorder channel A to J7-DD and Channel B to J7-EE 
- lock-on to a target of
opportunity near center of display in azimuth.
4.10.5 Turn on Rate Table to minimum rate. Record 
maximum steady state
DC voltage on Channel A of Recorder.
4.10.6 Turn Rate Table OFF. Move table in elevation 
by raising and lowering
rear of table. Record maximum steady state DC voltage 
on Channel B of Recorder.
4.10.7 Turn system to OFF.
4.11 Boresight Tests
4.11.1 Tracking Accuracy - Set up system in Anechoic 
Chamber as shown in
Figure 5. Do not install antenna on holding 
fixture. Do not connect RF output of
signal generator to R/T LRU.
4.11.2 Connect Recorder Channel A to Test 
Jack A on simulator and Channel B to
test jack E on simulator. COfAee*A JrPep r ft-u J7 R a-, 77-
4.11.2.1 Connect output of 620 Signal Generator to 
standard gain horn.
4.11.2.2 Place standard gain horn. onoding fixture 
250 inches from antenna
holding fixture.
4.11.3 Align target horn to pedestal with boresight scope 
at center of
four antenna attaching points on holding fixture.
4.11.3.1 Attach antenna LRU to holding fixture. Remove 
antenna reflector and
feed. Insert holding pins (.1875 dia. pins) in az and el 
gimbals.
4.11.3.2 Measure alignment difference between center of 
gimbal waveguide oLItLu
and target. Record (0.25 inches at target equals 
1 milliradian).
4.11.3.3 Align target horn to waveguide output. Attach 
reflector and feed
to gimbals. Remove pins.
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5.0 DATA SHIEETS-
Applicable
Paragrap h Data
4.8.1.1 Ground Return Video and Cursors Appear Check
4.8.1.2 Video and Cursors disappear Check
FAIL light ON Check
4.8.1.3 Video and Cursors Appear Check
FAIL light OFF Check
4.8.2.2 Recorder Angle Voltage
#1
#2
#3
#4
4.8.2.3 Angle Scale Factor 0.1 + 0.010 VDC/Degree VDC/Degree
4.8.2.5 #1
#2
#3
#4
4.8.2.6 Angle Scale Factor -0.1 + 0.010 VDC/Degree VDC/De.ree
4.8.3 Az (J6A) .233 + .05 VPP Vill
El (J6B) .325 + .05 VPP _Vi
4-.'84 ---- :...Az Rate Output e - --- lcl.
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Applicable
Paragraphs Data
4.9.1 Symbols Stowed Check
4.9.2 Symbols Stowed Check
4.9.3 Symbol at same position Check
Symbol at center of display Check
4.9.4 No Change in position Check
4.9.5 Symbol visible at left azimuth Check
Symbol visible at Right Azimuth Check
4.9.6 Antenna positionable Check
Video displayed between symbols Check
4.9.9.1 6.08 + 0.30 VDC VDC
12.16 + 0.6 VDC VDC
4.9.9.2 12.16 + 0.6 VDC
24.32 + 1.2 VDC
4.9.9.3 18.24 + 0.90 VDC
36.48 + 1.8 VDC
4.9.9.4 24.32 + 1.2 • VDC
48.64 + 2.4 VDC
4.9.9.5 30.4 + 1.5 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED VDC
60.8 + 3.0 VDC
4.9.11 -- 3.0 + .3 V Peak-to-Peak V . l' .  _ P
4.9.12 A - . * .a _ V-IP
4.9.13 Aim Bar follows target -Check
4.9.14.1 ACQ symbols disappear Check
4.9.14.2 Same as MSL display _ Check
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Applicable
Pararaph Data
VDC
4.10.3 D5-+-. 5 V C S 3 C
4.10.5 Less than 1.0 VDCVDC
4.10. Less than 1.0 VDCVDC
4.10.6 Less than 1.0 VDC
4.11.3.2 Reference Only AZ mr
Reference Only EL 
mr
Check
4.11.4.2 Lock-On Light
AZ VDC
4.11.4.3 0.050 VDC max 
0.050 VDC max EL VDC
A2 VDC
4.11.4.4 0.25 VDC max AZ
0.25 VDC max EL 
VDC
4.12 System Weight less than 125 lbs 
lbs
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D.1 DRAWING LIST
D. 2 TECH ORDER LIST
D. 3 ATP DATA
D.1 DRAWING LIST - NASA FIRE CONTROL RADAR
DRAWING NO. TITLE SHEET NO. P/L R/D
656900 System
901 Interconnect 1-5
902 Simulator Panel
910 Antenna LRU I, 2 X
911 Nameplate
912 Bracket
913 Bracket
914 Retainer
920 Set Control LRU 1, 2 X
921 Nameplate
922 Circuit Board 1, 2 X X
923 Circuit Board 1., 2 X X
924 Circuit Board 1, 2 X X
925 Bracket
940 Indicator LRU
941 Nameplate
950 Receiver/Transmitter LRU
951 Nameplate
955 Flexguide
.-960 Processor LRU 1, 2 X (Wire List)
961 Nameplate
962 Plate, Locater
971 Circuit Board Al X
972 A2 1, 2 X X
973 A3 1, 2 X X
974 A4 X
975 A5 1, 2 X X
976 A6 1, 2 X X
977 A7 1, 2 X X
978 A8 1, 2 X X
979 A9 1, 2 X X
980 A10 X
981 All X
982 A12 1, 2 X X
983 A13 1, 2 X X
984 A14 1, 2 X X
985 Al5 1, 2 X X
986 A16 1, 2 X X
650990 Nameplate X
656991 Nameplate
D. 3 ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
7. TlAlGE O
MATERIAL INSPECTION 1. PHOC. INStHUMENTr IEN:COIT ilrACT) ORDER) NO. . I1VOICE .PAE OF
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RECEIVING REPORT DAtE
SHIPMENT NO. 1 DATE MIIPPED 4. /L 5. DISCOUNT TERMS
TC! Net 10 Days
PRIME COTRACTOR CODE C20418 10. ACMINISTERED BY CODElerson Electric Co.
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Louis, Mo. 63136
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See Block 9 NASA
Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
ED TO CODE 14. MARKED FOR CODE
ransportation Officer Accountable Property Officer 8 7402Idg. 420 Purchase Request No. 3-102-009
SA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Texas Contract No. NAS 9-13695
For reissue to: Allen R. Cunningham EE6 14 113
16. STOCK/PART NO. DESCRIPTION 17. 18. 19. 2.
(Indicate number of shipping containers - type of P/REC'D UNIT UNIT PRICE AOUNT
contoiner -container number.)
656900-301 Emerson AN/APQ-153 Fire .1 ea.
Control Radar, modified to
include angle tracking
capability.
System Test Set consisting of: 1 ea.
System Aircraft Simulator 1 ea.
J6/J7 Breakout Box 1 ea.I Holding Fixture lea.
System Interconnecting Cables 1 ea.
PROCUREMENT QUALITY ASSURANCE 22. RECEIVER'S USE
A. ORIGIN B. DESTINATION Quantities shown In column 17 were received In
S[ACCEPTANCE of Iisted items has been mode 0 PQA OACCEPTANCE of listed items has been made by me apparent good condition except as noted.
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.CONTRACTOR USE ONLY
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Level: C/C ELEC'TONICS AND SPAC DIVISION
EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.
PLEASE , P.O. BOX 14291 ] 100 FLORISSANT
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I. jil.d in as rcquireud by appli c .pirar of Sectiot 4 of these pro.
TEST l1Qp't:1EIT USLD.
Intru e r nt I'FR I !,adel Vchxt CaliLratltcn Due
Dumlny Load .
Recorder
Electronic Counter
Microwave Amplif er 10
Spectruni Analyzer
Variable Attenuator
Power fleter
Power Head
Directional Coupler 20 DB _,_/'_.
Frequency Xleter (X Band)
Detector h /i-
Oscilloscope
P'ulse Generator _ ....
RF Generator) .
Voltmeter - , _ -" ,
50 DB Isolator -6 7-
10 DB Directiet-al Coupler .. ....
Dynamic Range SInulator . .
Target Si.iulator 633339-1 S__/N
rre.sure "Test Set
Syst.eii Test Bench
Yrocessor /5 .
Anl.tenna /. .o, '
Indicator / 0
.xMTR/RCVR / : TOTAL: '
XM1'T : .' '"
Set Control Of . N/A !A
AsIt 2co IoO 4 18). NAS 1000-1
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED A 2041 r
SCALE EV SHEET
Check
IFo\il J'h 1o ,Check
' ,,.,o dis-played Seconds
"r" sctn disp~a3Ycd:
4.1. 8 -7 J-7 I 4 14asured 
Value ea sur(I Rip'ple
A ' 
c 115 + 0 vac - vac
B 115 + 2 vac 50 -V
D 115 + 2 vac vac
T . E-15 + 2.v1i 
vde 50 c 0 .. Check
.. E -15 0.23 vde vdc 
<50v -y hck
SE -15 + 0.23 vde - .- vdC 
0 y 5 Check
E +30 + 0.9 vde - - vd <50 
my check
T .E -+ 00.3vdc . vd 4 
50 mv checkT ,,
UE +150 + 4.5 vde ' -/ ' vde <500 v 
Check
4.2.1 Left Segment: 0.630" < L 
< 0.770" Check
Separation: 0.630" < L < 0.770" 
Check
-Right Segment: 0.630" < L c 0.770" 
V Check
4.2.2 TILT CURSOR length: 0.220" 
< L <0.2SO" Check
4.e2.3 "" a c I::) Cgth: 3.32 < L < 3.42 
Check
4..4 110t11 
n-
( .Check:
SCheck
In-Range -
Check
Excess G's _. _ _-_•
SIZE COUL 1tLNT NO.
NAS 1000-1
SCALE IiEV SHEET 35F:3
Applicable
'_a ra t..r, Da ta
4.2.4 Cont. Light ILLUMIINATES
5 mile Check
10 mile Check
20 mile Check
4.2.4.1 In-Range Illuminated . Check
4.2.4.2 In-Range (flashing) Check
4.2.4.3 Excess G's Check
4.2.5 Art. HORZ. and TILT vary - Check
4.2.6 Brightness varies Check
4.2.7 Persistance varies Check
4.2.8 Brightness of overlay varies _ Check
4.2.9 Observed Roll angle of 30 + 30 Check
Observed Roll angle of 0 + 2* _ Check
4.2.9.1 Observed Pitch angle of 0* + 2* Check
4.2.9.2 Art. Horz. to 0°  • . - Check
4.2.9.3 Art. HORZ. to 0*0 . Check
4.2.10 Objectionable spoking not present Chock
4.3.2.1 Azi uth frame time: <2.3 seconds . Seconds
4.3.2.2 Max. voltage excursio'ns: + ' Volts
)+ 3.7 volts _ .. Volts
4.3.2.3 Recorded trace within 0.2 volts of
straight line 
_ _ Check
SIZE CODE IDELT NO.
A 2418 NAS 1000-1
SCALE REV . SHEET
Applicable
Saragrh Da tn
4.3.2.4 Elevation recording for-azimuth
change from plus to minus: 0 +0.2 volts . 7- Volts
minus to plus: 0.3 +0.1 volts ._ Volts
4.3.2. 5 Max. excursion: 
-2.8 +0.26 volts 
- , 
_Volts
4.3.2. 6 Max. excursion: +2.8 +0.26 volts 
- Volts
4.3.2. 7 Max. excursion: )>+2.8 Volts
4.3.2.1-2: Max.'excursion: > -4 volts 
. I Volts
4.3.3.1 Max. excursions: :7 2.8 volts Volts
) -3.6 volts 
- Volts
4.3.3.2 Azimuth recording:. 0.3 + 0.1 volts 
. Volts
4.3.4.1 Azimuth recording: 0 + 0.05 volts 0 Volts
Elevation recording: 0 + 0.05 yolts' 
_ 
_ Volts
4.3.4.2 Azimuth recording: 0 + 0.05 volts 
-) Volts
Elevation recording: 0.44 + 0.07 volts 
_ Volts
4.4.1 Frequency = 9.3 GHz +.05 GHz 9 GHz
Pulse Width = .4 + .04 usec usec
PRF at J6-E = 2500 + 175 PPS 
. PPS
4.4.2 RF Power > +46.6 DBM 
,_ 
__ DBM
4.4.3 " Sidelobe levels >8 DB down, from para.
4.2.7 of QAS No. i5E-.00-13
9.15 CHz / " Dd n/ DB down
9.3 CHz / doii
9.45 Gliz DB down
SIZE CODE IDENT NO.
- L NAS 1000-1
SCALE R EV EET 37
FOrm 4-2 AUG 64(2C)
Applicable
1'ara.grah Da ta
4.4.4 From para. 4.2.6 of QAS No. F5E-400-13:
Pulse Width at 9.15 GHz 0 3 usec
Pulse Width at 9.45 GHlz _ _ useC
RF Power at'9.15 CIHz ._ DBM
- RF Power at 9.45 GHz DBM
4.4.5 AFC Voltage at J6-D -4.5 +.5 Volts VDC
4.6.1 Receiver MDS: at least -97 dBM DBM
Indicator NDS: at least -99 dBM ' - - DBM
4.6.1.1 Lock-On 5 + 2 dB above Indicator MDS 
_ ' dB
4.6.2 Dynamic Range, from para. 4.6.1 of 2
QAS No. F5E-400-13 (> 80 dBM) 6 DBM
4.6.3 Video Control Functional . Check
f7
/7'/
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. N 1000-1
- CALE HEET
/ I I,
iE -IDE -NO -
App] icable
Par ,rh Da ta
4.6.5.1 5 mile Range light illu-minated: Check
4 mile target properly displayed (+.2 inches) Check
4.6.5.2 10 mile Range light illuminated: t Check
4 mile target properly displayed (+.2 inches) Check
4.6.5.3 20 mile Range light illuminated: Check
4 mile target properly displayed (+.2 inches) Check
4.6.6.1 4 miles + 0.135 inches , 1) Inches
4.6.6.2 8 miles + 0.135 inches , Inches
4.6.6.3 16 miles + 0.135 inches O Inches
4.6.7 Jizzled sweep to left, and track gate
sweeping min. to max range Check
4.6.7.1 Track gate bars each 0.125 +.062 inches
Left bar / . Inches
Right Bar , 1 Inches
4.6.7.2 Jizzled sweep is 0.4 +0.1 inches wide 9, Inches
4.6.7.3 Center of sweep is left 0.80 +0.13 inches ,' Inches
SIZE CODE IDENT NO.
S 204138 NAS 1000-1
SCALE REV SHEET
4.6.12.2 cont. Tnr.et
Range Cate Strobes Outward: Check
5 Mile Range'Light illuminates: _ Check
4.6.12.3 Lock-On light illuminates: _ _ - Check
4.6.12.4 Lock-On light remains illuminated: __ Check
AIM BAR displayed: Check
4.6.12.5 Range gate strobing outward: Check
4.6.12.6 Range gate strobing outward: Check
4.6.12.7 Range gate strobing outward: Check
4.6.12.8 5 mile light illuminated: " Check
Range gate strobing outward: _ Check
4.6.12.9 No change in conditions: -- Check
4.6.12.10 "B" scan displayed: Check
4.6.12.11 Lock-On light illuminates: - Check
4.6.12.12 Proper strobe and reacquisition observed: -_ Check
No lock-on while held, lock-on when released.
4.6.12.13 Lock-on acquired: Check
4.6.12.14 Lock-On reacquired: _Check
4.6.12.15 Lock-On reacquired: Check
4.6.12.16 Lock-On acquired: _ ' _Check
4.6.12.17 Lock-On reacquired: Check
4.6.12.18 Lock-On contlucs: - Chec
4.6.12.19 Lock-On reacquired: Check
4.6.12 .20 No tar'.t vi,eo on lcndicater:
4.6.12.21 Target video appears: _ Check
Lock-On acquired: .- Check
4.6.12.22 Target video disappears: Check
Antenna in proper peositln: N Check
S1il.E CODL 10CJT NO.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED A 20413 NAS 1000-1
SCALE I REV SHEET 1,
s5D ORM 431.2 AUG 64 (2C) i,
App f :.ib I e
';iraIraphlt Data
4.6.13 AIM BAR in scribed circle _ _ Check
4.6.13.1 AIM BAR up .9 + 0.2 inches from center Check
4.6.13.2 AIM BAR down 1.1 + 0.2 inches from center Check
4.6.13.3 Range Gate locked-on 5 mile target: _ Check
TILT CURSOR disappears _Check
AIM BAR present Check
E1.Phase control position AIM BAR: Check
AZ. Phase control position AIM BAR: Check
4.6.13.4.1 Artificial Horizon at -20 + 3o _ - Check
4.6.13.4.2 Artificial Horizon at +20 + 30 Chehk
4.6.13.4.3 Artificial Horizon at -20 + 30 Check
Artificial Horizon CCW 30 + 3* Check
4.6.13.4.4 . Tilt Cursor at -17.3 + 30 Check
4.6.13.4.5 Artificial Horizon at +20 + 30 Check
Artificial Horizon C 30 + 30 -- Check
4.6.13.4.6 Tilt Cursor at +17.3 + 3 Check
4.7 FAIL light OFF L_ Check
4.7.1 TILT CUPRSR AT 0* Check
J6-B position voltage -3 + .3V " , --- Volts
4.7.2 Lock-On light illu:7inates " Choick
FAIL light extinguished - Check
4.7.3 TILT CU"s Down 5 5 Chc
4.7.4 TILT CURSOR up 200 - Check
Tracking Gate strobing outward: " Check
SIZE CODE IDENT NO.
] 904S NAS 1000-1
SCALE IREV ASHEET
-?MEAS 1-2 AUG 64 (20
5.0 DATA SHEETS
Applicable
Paragraph Data
4.8.1.1 Ground Return Video and Cursors Appear Check
4.8.1.2 Video and Cursors disappear _ Check
FAIL light ON ' Check
4.8.1.3 Video and Cursors Appear Check
FAIL light OFF Check
4.8.2.2 Recorder Angle Voltage
#1
# 3 I --- _ _ ....
4.8.2.3 Angle Scale Factor 0.1 + 0.010 VDC/Degree ,CL.'~ VDC/Degree
4.8.2.5 #1 /3/70 I
#2 i.
"fl- I/ L! "
#4 -
4.8.2.6 Angle Scale Factor -0.1 + 0.010 VDC/Degree - - . VDC/Dl.:ree
4.8.3 Az (J6A) .233 + .05 VPP V
El (J61;) .325 + .05 VPP Vi
-, ,4 ae. Output . . -- Ch .I:
SIZE COOLDE IDLT NO.
A 20A18 NAS 1000-1
., . RMV H -'
Applicable
Paragraphs Data
4.9.1 Symbols Stowed 
Check
4.9.2 Symbols Stowed 
Check
4.9.3 Symbol at same position 
Check
Symbol at center of display 
Check
4.9.4 No Change in position 
Check
4.9.5 Symbol visible at left azimuth 
_ 
Check
Symbol visible at Right Azimuth 
Check
4.9.6 Antenna positionable 
- Check
Video displayed between symbols - Check
4.9.9.1 6.08 + 0.30 VDC VDC
12.16 + 0.6 VDC - VDC
4.9.9.2 12.16 + 0.6 
/A'-VDC
24.32 + 1.2 = 
V D C
4.9.9.3 18.24 + 0.90 VDC
36.48 + 1.8 ~VDC
4.9.9.4 24.32 + 1.2 -
VDC
48.64 + 2.4 .,, VDC
4.9.9.5 30.4 + 1.5 
VDC
60.8 + 3.0 VI(:
4.9.11 3.0 + .3 V Peak-to-P eak / Vi
4.9.12 6.0 +.6 V P'cak--L-P' a "k Vi ll
4.9.13 Aim Bar follows 
target
4.9.14.1 ACQ symbols disappear 
- Check
4.9.14.2 Same as MSL display 
1-Check
SILE CODE INLT NO.
A 20418 NAS, 1000-1
SCALE REV SHEET 4 it
Applicable
Pargraph Data
4.9.14.3 MSL ACQ display 
Check
4.9.14.4 5 NM Light 
Check
10 NM Light Check
10 NM Light 
Check
4.9.14.5 Lock-On Display 
Check
4.9.15.1 ACQ symbols stowed 
Check
4.9.15.3 Video displayed between symbols 
Check
4.9.15.4 Lock-On Display 
Check
4.9.15.5 2-Bar Scan 
.-. Check
Target displayed 
-Check
4.9.15.6 System searches 
Check
4.9.15.7 System in DOGFIGHT Mode 
i-_Check
SIZE- COUE IDENT NO. NAS 1000-1
A 20418
SCALE IREV SHEET 45
rnRAu 1t.1 AUG 64 (2C)
Ipplicable Data
Paragraph aa
4.10.2 / ,VDC
VDC
4.10.5 Less than 1.0 VDC
< :VDC
4.10.6 Less than 1.0 VDC
AZ (2 mr
4.11.3.2 Reference Only AZ
Reference Only EL mr
Check
4.11.4.2 Lock-On Light
A - ?VDC
4.11.4.3 0.050 VDC max
0.050 VDC max EL
4.11.4.4 0.25 VDC max AZ 
. VDC
EL , 
' : 'VDC
0.25 VDC max
4.12 System Weight less than 125 Ibs 
/ bs
o,3
"-. 
D' O , 3 ." 
.
..
'-5,>I - - . :s- ./ ,
SIZL Coot: toLNT NO.
NAS 1000-1
SCALE REV - SHEE
' i
, , 
•7% 
-
